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The Tyranny of the Mob

he Constitution of India, adopted on 26 November 1949, is perhaps
one of the most liberal documents which affirms the idea of India,
with the Preamble to the Constitution making a powerful statement
of intent. The words are indeed stirring and bring out the grandeur of a
process of thought which encompassed a set of beliefs and principles that
encapsulated the idea of Dharma and Righteousness and which have, since
ages, been the bedrock of India’s civilisational ethos.
The Preamble to the Constitution, when it was adopted, read as under:
WE, THE PEOPLE OF INDIA, having solemnly resolved to constitute
India into a SOVEREIGN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC and to secure to
all its citizens:
JUSTICE, social, economic and political;
LIBERTY of thought, expression, belief, faith, and worship;
EQUALITY of status and of opportunity;
and to promote among them all
FRATERNITY assuring the dignity of the individual and the unity and
integrity of the Nation;
The words SOCIALIST and SECULAR were added by the 42nd
Amendment to the Constitution in 1976, to make the preamble read as
“sovereign, socialist, secular, democratic republic” and the words “unity of
the nation” was also changed to read “unity and integrity of the nation”.1
At its very commencement, hence, the idea of India being a state for
all communities and for all religious groups was enshrined in the Constitution.
This, of course, applied to citizens of India and not to non-citizens. The
partition of India, however, happened on religious grounds and Pakistan
was created on the basis of religion, as a Muslim state. This left a large
number of Hindus, Christians, Sikhs and other religious minorities in Pakistan,
who were vulnerable and whose very existence was threatened.
In 1955, the Government of India passed the Citizenship Act which
provided two means for foreigners to acquire Indian citizenship. People
from the earlier undivided India, who had come across from Pakistan as
refugees were given a means of registration after seven years of residency
in India. Those from other countries were given a means of naturalisation
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after twelve years of residency.2 The Citizenship
Act was further amended after the Assam Accord
of 1985 when the Rajiv Gandhi led government
agreed to identify foreign citizens, remove them
from the electoral roles, and expel them from the
country.3 The Citizenship Act was further amended
in 1992, 2003, 2005 and 2015.
n December 2003, the Vajpayee led NDA
government passed the Citizenship (Amendment)
Act, 2003, wherein illegal immigrants were made
ineligible to apply for citizenship by registration or
by naturalisation.4 Their children too were declared
as illegal immigrants.5 The 2003 amendment also
mandated the Government of India to create and
maintain a National Register of Citizens. The Bill
received support from all sections of India’s polity,
with the then leader of the opposition, Dr
Manmohan Singh stating, during the debate in
Parliament that conditions for grant of citizenship
to refugees belonging to the minority communities
in Bangladesh and other countries who had faced
persecution, should be made liberal.
After the BJP led NDA alliance came to power
in 2014, a Bill was introduced in the Parliament to
amend the citizenship law, to make the non-Muslim
migrants from Pakistan, Afghanistan, and
Bangladesh eligible for Indian citizenship. The Bill
was passed by the Lok Sabha but could not be
passed in the Rajya Sabha. It was reintroduced in
the Lok Sabha on 19 July 2016 as the Citizenship
(Amendment) Bill, 2016 and was thereafter
referred to a Joint Parliamentary Committee on
12 August 2016, which submitted its report to the
Parliament on 7 January 2019. While the Bill was
passed by the Lower House on 8 January 2019, it

was pending for consideration and passing by the
Upper House, but lapsed consequent to the
dissolution of 16th Lok Sabha.
With the formation of the 17th Lok Sabha, the
Union Cabinet cleared the Citizenship
(Amendment) Bill, 2019, on 4 December 2019 for
introduction in Parliament. The Bill was introduced
in the 17th Lok Sabha on 9 December 2019 and
was passed on 10 December 2019, with 311 MPs
voting in favour and 80 against the Bill.6 On 11
December 2019, the bill was passed by the Rajya
Sabha with 125 votes in favour and 105 votes
against it. 7 After receiving assent from the
President of India, the Bill became an Act on 12
December 2019.
Protests have broken out by some sections of
society on the Citizenship (Amendment) Act
(CAA), mostly by people who are unaware of what
the Act actually entails. Imaginary fears have been
aroused and despite repeated assurances by the
government, including by Prime Minister Modi
himself, that the Act is not intended against any
Citizen of India, but is only intended to grant
citizenship to a small group of people who have
faced religious persecution in the Islamic states of
Pakistan, Bangladesh and Afghanistan, the protests
continue in some parts of the country. This gives
rise to the belief that indeed, the protests are
motivated, with a hidden agenda behind them.
It is worth noting that the CAA does not violate
any provision of the Constitution, as is being
suggested by some. Here, false concerns have
been flagged that the CAA is in violation of Articles
14, 15 and 21 of the Constitution of India. The
CAA simply defines who can be considered an

{4}
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immigrant and has reduced the time period of
legitimate stay for consideration for citizenship from
11 years to 5 years. A clause has also been
introduced that such people cannot be prosecuted.
This in no way is violative of Article 14, which
states “The State shall not deny to any person
equality before the law or the equal protection of
the laws within the territory of India”. The Indian
citizen faces no discrimination on this count. With
respect to the illegal immigrants, the CAA again is
not violative of Article 14 as the concept of equality
applies to those who are similarly placed. The CAA
is for persecuted minorities from Islamic countries
and all such minorities are being treated equally.
Article 15 is only applicable to Indian citizens, so
its provisions have not been violated. Similarly,
Article 21, which states “No person shall be
deprived of his life or personal liberty except
according to a procedure established by law” has
also not been violated. There was also no infirmity
with respect to the passing of the Bill as it was
done after due diligence and debate and was passed
by both Houses of Parliament. In any case,
whether the CAA is constitutionally valid is a matter
which has been placed before the Apex Court and
therefore, it would behove all concerned not to
pre-judge the issue.
It is also being alleged that the CAA violates
India’s secular character, as enshrined in the
preamble to the Indian Constitution. It does not
take away any rights of Indian citizens and has
only been enacted to give citizenship rights to the
hapless minorities of three Islamic republics who
faced religious persecution, being non-muslim. No
less a person than Mahatma Gandhi had given such
India Foundation Journal, March-April 2020

an assurance to the Hindus and Sikhs who had
been left behind in Pakistan due to the division of
the country on a communal basis. This assurance
was also repeated by Mr Nehru, so it is not
something new. The CAA thus seeks to address a
historical wrong and provide some element of relief
to a small group of people who have been eking
out an existence in India. It was not their fault that
they were forced to stay behind in an Islamic
republic due to the force of circumstances. They
deserve empathy and support and that is what the
CAA intends to give. In any case, the CAA does
not prevent Muslims from other countries getting
Indian citizenship for which separate provisions of
the Citizenship Act exist.
Within India, the coordinated nature of the
protests once again indicates a great deal of prior
planning to enable simultaneous execution at
multiple points across the country. Interestingly,
most people who form the large crowds collected
at various places are, for the most part, unaware
of what the issue is about against which they are
protesting. Obviously, the crowds have not come
spontaneously for a cause in which they believe
in, but have been collected together through
financial or other inducements to partake in the
protest.
What is being witnessed in the protests against
the CAA is a classic case of information warfare,
to shape the information environment. The opinion
of a large segment of India’s youth, especially its
students have been influenced to believe that the
CAA will deprive millions of Muslims of their Indian
citizenship. Many students also believe that the
CAA is aimed at appeasing Hindu nationalists.
{5}

Nothing could be further from the truth8 but the
way false information has not only been spread
but found a great deal of credibility among vast
segments of society, points to forces which are
inimical to Indian interests and which are working
to destabilise the country. Innocent youth have
been caught up in this vicious propaganda, as have
other segments of the society, especially segments
of the Muslim community
The manner of protests also points to forces
at work which are working against India’s unity
and integrity. While Article 19 of the Indian
Constitution guarantees the right to freedom of
speech and expression and to assemble peaceably
without arms, such rights are not absolute and
cannot impinge on the rights of other citizens.
Blocking off of public roads as a symbol of protest
thus violates Article 19, as the rights of others to
use that road have been compromised. Burning of
buses and public and private property also does
not come within the ambit of freedom of expression.
But most importantly, when such protesters demand
turning back a validly passed Act in Parliament,
and state that they will not allow the government
to function unless such an Act is abrogated, they
are striking at the very heart of Indian democracy,
with a view to derailing India’s democratic
structure. Under no circumstances can a few
thousand people getting together to spread anarchy,
be allowed to derail the will of the people of India.
This is clearly unacceptable.
This is not to state that dissent is an illegitimate
activity. Dissent against the government is clearly
permissible by the Constitution and is a legitimate

part of democratic functioning. This facet was
reiterated by Justice DY Chandrachud, a sitting
Judge of the Supreme Court of India. Speaking on
the 15th Justice PD Desai Memorial Lecture, on
‘The Hues That Make India: From Plurality to
Pluralism,’ Justice Chandrachud said: “The blanket
labelling of dissent as anti-national or antidemocratic strikes at the heart of our commitment
to protect constitutional values and the promotion
of deliberative democracy”. He further added,
“The destruction of spaces for questioning and
dissent destroys the basis of all growth–political,
economic, cultural and social. In this sense, dissent
is a safety valve of democracy.”9
What Justice Chandrachud said is all to the
good, but it implies also that the means of protest
and the means used to dissent must be in conformity
with the law. When protesters assemble in public
spaces and deny to the rest of the populace the
right to use those public spaces, then it is not dissent
but anarchy. When protesters misuse their freedom
of expression to spread hate and vitriol and sow
divisions among communities, it is not dissent but
anarchy. And when protesters use public platforms
to publicly seek the break up of India, it is not
dissent but anarchy.
The Government is duty-bound to uphold the
Constitution of India. It is duty-bound to ensure
the unity and integrity of India. It is duty-bound to
ensure to all its citizens, Justice, Liberty and
Equality. It must, therefore, do its duty with
diligence and secure the maximum good for the
maximum people. It must never ever submit to the
tyranny of the mob.

{6}
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FOCUS

India's Soft Power: The Attraction and the Trap
Come Carpentier de Gourdon*

Introduction

S

oft power was defined by Joseph Nye as
the power of attraction 1 or the third
component of the overall meaning of the
word power, the other two being coercion and
remuneration (payments). He notes that the power
to attract is subjective. It does not apply equally to
all people. India’s ancient spirituality and refined
royal pageantry, for instance, attract many but leave
others indifferent while the poverty that affects a
large part of the population and present-day
environmental conditions in the country put off
many people. However, the active promotion of
soft power entails a strategy of seduction through
the offer of opportunities and incentives that
generally appeal to all.
Although the concept was isolated by Nye
according to a typical American academic method
to create a personal brand and label, soft power
has been an intrinsic part of political discourse since
the earliest theoretical works on the subject were
written, from the days of Thucydides (Athens
exercised soft power through its artistic and cultural
efflorescence and economic prosperity while
Sparta had historical prestige due to its venerable
constitution, military prowess and the austerity of
its mores); the Mahabharata (the splendour of the

Pandava capital at Indraprastha dazzled visitors
and guests whereas Yudhisthira’s probity and fair
play were widely admired) and Chanakya.
Soft power is essentially inseparable from
what is strictly defined as hard power (economic,
military and juridical-institutional) but the borders
are inevitably porous and hard and soft power
combine to exert what is broadly called influence,
whether projected by a state, a corporation or any
institution or individual. It has often been
demonstrated that soft power is ineffective or even
immaterial, in the sense of not being power stricto
sensu if it is not backed by a hefty ability to enforce
rules or preferences and desires.
However, if hard power is applied harshly it
can defeat the attempt to project soft power to
win friends and allies. Thus, as Nye admits, the
arbitrariness and brutality of American military and
economic interventions in several countries
(including the frequent imposition of unilateral
sanctions on other countries and foreign companies
and individuals in pursuit of the US national
interests) have largely cancelled out in recent
decades the positive outcome of the US’s
humanitarian aid operations to remedy natural or
man-made disasters abroad2. Loud and aggressive
assertions of nationalism are also counter-

*Come Carpentier de Gourdon is currently a consultant with India Foundation and also the
Convener of the Editorial Board of the WORLD AFFAIRS JOURNAL, a quarterly publication dedicated to
international issues. He is an adviser to Goldfield Fragrances/Quintessence Pvt. Ltd, an international,
Indian-owned corporation and he provides consulting services to various other companies and foundations
in India and Europe. He is an associate of the International Institute for Social and Economic Studies
(IISES), Vienna, Austria. Come Carpentier is the author of various books and several articles, essays and
papers published in diverse journals, seminar proceedings, magazines and newspapers.
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productive and tend to turn the people of other
countries against those who toot their horns
too much.

The Link between Hard and Soft Power
A case can be made that the renown and
prestige of a culture and its productions are almost
directly proportional to the sheer power wielded
by the state that hosts said culture. World-famous
names of literature, the arts, scholarship and even
the sciences, however undisputed their merit, owe
much of their global fame to the influence of the
nations or empires they belonged to. Homer, Plato,
Virgil, Thomas Aquinas, Michelangelo, Cervantes,
Shakespeare, Victor Hugo, Hemingway and
countless other illustrious figures were lucky to be
born in countries that were then or became later
very prominent in the European region and
eventually on a planetary scale. One can wonder
whether Virgil or Shakespeare, to choose only two,
would be as well known and admired if they had
lived and written in some obscure land or a language
known to a few. For the same reason, even the
brightest stars of Asian civilisations outside their
linguistic spheres are only familiar to specialists
and the same is true of smaller nations of the West.
Every community and nation tends to promote its
own with the means that it has. We may call this,
to illustrate the point, the conundrum of the Finns
(i.e. is much harder for a Finnish writer to become
known outside of Finland than for an American
writer of equivalent talent, pari passu to achieve
international celebrity) and conversely recognition
and acclaim promote talent and spur creativity so
that the most powerful have a decisive advantage
also to achieve fame, as is shown throughout
India Foundation Journal, March-April 2020

history by privileged minority communities in all
areas of activity.
Coming to India, which has an unsurpassed
soft power appeal due to her ancient geographically
spread out and romantic history, continental and
overseas cultural expansion, artistic wealth and
seminal contributions to the languages, religions,
sciences and philosophies of the world3, we find
that, like many other ancient civilisations she has
not reaped the full benefit of that aura in the modern
age and is in some ways the victim of the image
and perceptions that have been generated around
both Indian history and the contemporary reality.
We might, as a parallel, point to other obvious cases
of nations inheriting a hoary prestige as soft power
but since deprived of the accompanying hard power,
such as Egypt and Greece. Despite the attraction
they hold for most people because of their glorious
past and stunning ancient achievements, their
present weakness and problems are unfavourably
compared with their erstwhile prominence. One
may indeed question whether Egypt, for instance,
can boast of any real soft power outside the Arab
world except concerning her enduring appeal for
tourism. Greece’s soft power is also quite limited
by her size and current economic situation. On the
other hand, Iran, after a long eclipse has been able
both under the Pahlavi dynasty and as the Islamic
Republic to combine rather effectively, soft with
hard power, at least in part of the world, despite
intense foreign opposition and the generally
negative global perception of the ‘Shah’s
dictatorship’ followed by the ‘Ayatollahs regime’.
Iraq is a case study of a country whose ancient
prestige, comparable to Egypt’s and Greece’s, has
been almost totally erased in the last decades of
{9}

wars, turmoil, foreign invasions, occupation and
internal conflicts.
Turkey offers an interesting example of an
empire which became a nation-state by seeking to
free herself from much of the Ottoman-Islamic
cultural and political legacy (enshrining major
religious and civilisational soft power) in the early
part of the twentieth century only to hark back to
her days of Khalifal hegemony in the last two
decades. While bolstering its hard power, the
Turkish Republic under President Erdogan, who
enjoys being known as ‘The Sultan,’ does not
hesitate to claim the legacy of the Sublime Porte
and assert its cultural centrality in the Turkic and
Muslim spheres4. Historical heritage is indeed
usually at the core of soft power. In China’s and
Russia’s case, for instance, respective imperial
memories play a major part in their self-image.

A legitimate question is why India, with her
immense cultural and physical assets, has not been
able to use her soft power further to her advantage
by projecting a more positive image, especially
when compared with Pakistan which, outside the
Islamosphere has very little to offer as a positive
and attractive feature, being a former part of India
which tries not to be Indian or Indic and therefore
projects a rather confused and derivative sense of
identity.
The answer to the above question is multiple
and can be broken into the following segments:
1. The traditional popular view of India as a
timeless, picturesque civilisation of ascetics and
mystics living in wild nature attracts spiritual
seekers but does not fit easily in a global

technological and industrial civilisation focused on
wealth acquisition and physical growth. India is
often seen as a giant time capsule in which one
can cultivate the nostalgia for antiquity and the
Middle Ages. This is the perspective of Indologists
but also of much of the general cultivated public
who tend to ignore the current realities or even
rue the often culturally damaging but the inevitable
modernisation and globalisation of society. India
lovers often prefer to see India as a mirror of the
human past and tend to deplore changes even when
they are healthy and necessary ones.
2. As a land of ‘polytheists, castes and
maharajas’ India was regarded by Christians and
Muslims as an arena for missionaries and
conquering ‘civilisers’ - and later as a motherlode
for anthropologists and sociologists. The ‘charm’
of India was and is still tied to the perception of
extreme inequality. An ocean of poverty surrounds
small islands of immense wealth harbouring the
ruling potentates of yore and the free-spending
business tycoons of today. Poverty and inequality
are commonly associated with Hinduism which is
still seen by some as a fascinatingly mysterious
but ‘primitive’ cult that holds the Indian masses
back in the evolutionary race for constant
modernisation. The widespread prestige of
Buddhism does not help India as much as it could
because it is usually (unfairly and inaccurately)
contrasted with Hinduism as being a rationalist
egalitarian and Godless philosophy which sought
to break the hold of superstitious, oppressive and
caste-based ‘Brahmanism’5.
3. Perhaps the most important factor is what
I call ‘The Ahimsa Trap’ unwittingly set by
Mahatma Gandhi when he anchored his Swarajya

{10}
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India's Hurdles

campaign to Ahimsa. Hitherto an attribute of yogis
and spiritual seekers, usually translated as nonviolence, which he sought to apply to an entire
nation for political action. His method to expose,
discredit and gradually weaken the British Raj by
peaceful means was partly successful, although
India’s freedom was ultimately a by-product of
the two world wars, the decline of Britain and the
rise of the US and USSR, both opposed to
European colonial hegemony for their own reasons.
However, the Mahatma set India in the minds of
many in the world and at home on such a high
moral pedestal that it has not always been possible
for the country to live up to somewhat unrealistic
expectations that Jawaharlal Nehru tried to nurture
through his adoption of non-alignment, Panchsheel,
the Bandung Declaration and the advocacy of
altruistic, supra-national causes, even when India
did not have the power to effectively support them.
Nehru and his successors often had to break
with the line of conduct that they espoused inprinciple when critical national interests were at
stake. As was expected, moves such as the ‘police
operation’ in Hyderabad, the merger of Goa and
Sikkim, the policies about Jammu and Kashmir and
even the liberation of East Pakistan met with
virulent and self-servicing criticism in many foreign
quarters, happy to bring the country down a few
pegs in global esteem.
4. The fact remains that India set the bar very
high for herself when she achieved independence
and is now paying a price when accommodations
have to be made for realpolitik and national
security in the lawless international system in which
all states compete and conflict. Every time a
decision is made or disposition is adopted, howbeit
India Foundation Journal, March-April 2020

democratically and constitutionally, that is depicted
as a breach with ‘Gandhian Nehruvian’ principles,
whether in foreign or domestic policy, massive
internal and international opposition is generated.
The immemorial Chanakyan pragmatic and realist
tradition of Indian polity6 is almost unknown to the
outside world and generally despised by liberal leftwing thinkers in the country and yet it should not
be ignored in the nation’s geographic and cultural
context.
5. It may be pointed out in this regard that
India’s soft power assets are also two-edged
swords in the current global contest for power.
Her philosophical introspective schools of thought
are invoked to deny India’s ability to be
pragmatically progressive and ‘hard-nosed’ due to
an overdose of religion and speculative hairsplitting; the pomp and refinement of her ancient
royal courts are major attractors but are also
depicted as symbols of oligarchic autocracy and
economic inequity; the intellectual brilliance of her
Vedic scholarly classes is accounted for as a vestige
of brahminical casteist ivory-tower elitism; the
acumen of her business class is often ascribed to
a usurious ability to accumulate pelf at the expense
of the vast majority of the population (even though
that faculty is the cornerstone of any capitalist
system) while the many non-monetary Seva and
Daan rooted-aspects of Indian polity are traced
to an endemic socialistic tropism that Nehru’s
Fabian socialism only reinforced. Even the
democratic parliamentary system, widely hailed
both as a positive legacy of British colonisation
and as a showcase of political maturity is also
reputed for its complexity and noisiness which
account for frequent inefficiency and even self{11}

defeating exercises in controversy, vastly and often
needlessly amplified by the press.
6. While the resolute and far-sighted foreign
policies of governments such as Russia’s and
China’s are reluctantly respected by impartial
observers, even when politically unpalatable to
other powers, India’s pluralistic and regionally
influenced decision-making processes are
perceived as cumbersome and arcane by both
statesmen and businessmen. Hence the current
system of government does not bring unmitigated
encomium to the country especially when it is held
to hinder vital efforts for economic development,
the elimination of absolute poverty and
environmental protection.
The conclusion, therefore, is that having started
playing her score in the concert of sovereign
nations on a very high note, India has suffered in
many of her actions from harsh and often unfair
scrutiny from both domestic and foreign censors.
The criticism has been on a crescendo since the
election of the BJP-led Government of Prime
Minister Narendra Modi who is routinely accused
by reputedly ‘authoritative’ voices in the major media
at home and abroad of tampering if not discarding
the hallowed Gandhian-Nehruvian heritage. In this
process, the Indian political opposition enjoys a
major advantage in the global echo chamber which
tends to repeat its contentions verbatim insofar as
the aforesaid opposition is seen as the repository
of the allegedly Centre-Left heritage of Satyagraha,
non-violence, non-alignment and socialism, even
though those were more often theoretical goals than
objective practices in the previous decades of
Congress rule, usually supported by Marxist parties
from inside or outside the government.

A comparison (once again) can be drawn with
China which began her modern journey towards
unity and real independence amid anarchy, brutal
Japanese occupation and civil war. The harshness
of Mao’s dictatorship which cost the lives of
millions and brought about enormous hardship and
poverty was tempered by his successor Deng
Xiaoping, who started a marathon towards fullfledged technological and economic prosperity.
Today, China’s financial and industrial might and
global influence, silence many critics of her political
and social system which cannot but be favourably
compared with the Maoist dispensation in the dark
days of the Great Leap Forward and of the
Cultural Revolution. Since Communist China set
the bar very low concerning respect for individual
freedom, humanitarian values and cultural
standards, she now enjoys grudging but inevitable
recognition and even acclaim as a potential
hegemon whose regime has brought hundreds of
millions out of poverty while pioneering various
scientific and technological developments.
India’s economic clout, though on the rise, is
not on par with China’s and can therefore not have
the effect of winning friends and influencing people
all over the world. Neither is her economic system
allowing her the latitude to massively invest in or
loan capital on attractive terms to poorer nations.
Many other developing, formerly colonised
countries such as Indonesia, Brazil, South Africa
and other Latin American and African nations also
have a comparative advantage on India because
of their chequered histories, marked by violence
and instability which presumably make it easier
for the governments to improve the images of their
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respective states. The ‘legend of India’ is perhaps
too high a standard for modern India to meet.
We have pointed out earlier the considerable
ability of the USA to exercise soft power through
its cinematic blockbusters, technological
innovations, world-renowned centres of scientific
research and learning and the opportunities it offers
to many people all over the world to improve their
incomes and sometimes achieve great wealth
faster than almost anywhere else. However, many
of the tools projecting this soft power are also
highlighting the ills that afflict the country and
greatly spoil its image. For instance, much of
American cinema portrays, at times unwittingly,
the climate of brutality, coarseness, injustice,
rootless individualism, racism, widespread
criminality and extreme inequality that cast a dark
shadow on the superpower. Furthermore, American
popular culture is so commercial that it is hard to
see much of it as soft power because it is, in fact,
hardcore business pushed on other countries
through the country’s massive capacity to force
its will on much of the rest of the world. The
hypertrophied ‘defence’ budgets and aggressive
military policies of the US shape the country’s
image and arguably defeat its purpose to be seen
in its own definition as ‘a force for good’7.
China has a similar problem; its otherwise
effective and well funded global ‘charm offensive’
generates public scepticism and misgivings
because of well-known characteristics of the
Chinese regime, such as conquering mercantilism,
pervasive state surveillance, intolerance of
domestic and foreign dissent and a harsh penal
system, all packaged in a fast-rising projection of
hard power—financial and military—abroad.
India Foundation Journal, March-April 2020

Suggested Measures
I will conclude by outlining some possible
measures and policies intended to improve India’s
image, hone the exercise of its soft power and
avoid some of the pitfalls that have bedevilled the
country since independence, with the caveat that
some problems cannot be solved quickly, partly
because Left-wing ‘liberal’ critics will not disarm
as long as India does not conform to their beliefs
and visions of ‘postcard’ Gandhism coupled with
strict (howbeit artificial and at times intolerant or
arid) secularism. In addition, economic neoliberals
will continue to insist that India should disband much
of her government, privatise her public services,
open her markets to the world and industrialise
her agriculture while secularising and westernising
at the cost of her own traditions and way of life.
Also, great economic and military powers have an
enduring interest in hobbling India’s growth and
keeping her down as they fear a new rival for
global influence.
What then can be done? The key to success
is a far-sighted successful economic policy
spreading prosperity equitably, protecting and
stimulating domestic industrial productivity and
raising the country’s profile, which would silence
many of the critics and provide more capacities
for outreach. India must carry on with the effective
promotion of her ancestral heritage and assets:
ancient literature, fine arts, handicrafts, quality
films, yoga, Ayurveda, philosophy, distinctive
princely and royal regional cultures and traditions,
religious festivals (such as the Kumbha melas,
yagnas, sammelans and yatras), a varied and
thriving ecosystem and wildlife, by improving
facilities, preservation and access.
{13}

Buddhism is a major vehicle to spread
knowledge about Indian civilisation and spirituality.
As means allow, India should develop in major cities
of the world Sanskriti (Culture) Institutes, as
China has built a network of Confucius Institutes.
Secularism should not be an obstacle to the
promotion and propagation of the most positive
aspects of the spiritual and philosophical legacy of
India, whether in Vedic rituals and liturgy, Vedanta,
Buddhism, Jainism, Sufism, Sikhism, Zoroastrianism
and the symbolic significance and contents of visual
and musical arts.
India should also strengthen and deepen
regional and multi-national institutions it has built
or in which it has a role to play such as the Bay of
Bengal Initiative for Multi-Sectoral Technical and
Economic Cooperation (BIMSTEC), the Indian
Ocean Rim Association (IORA), the Commonwealth, BRICS, the Shanghai Cooperation

Organisation (SCO) and Association of Southeast
Asian Nations (ASEAN) and work to gradually
set up an ‘Indic Commonwealth,’ assembling all
the states where Indian cultural, trading and
demographic influence spread over the centuries, from
Japan and Korea to East Africa and the Gulf States.
A strong, clear and easily understandable
narrative should be provided and propagated by
well-informed spokespersons for the reforms that
the government deems fit to implement. Key
governments and think tanks abroad should be
provided with those explanations before or while
these measures are taken, or laws passed, intending
to limit the number and intensity of negative
reactions. The debate should be sought and
engaged in to make such institutions feel that they
can provide inputs into the process and are
consulted, even if their viewpoints are not shared
and their advice not always followed.
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FOCUS

India’s Soft Power in the US & impact on Kashmir policy
Subhash Agrawal*

C

oming on the heels of the mega-successful
Howdy Modi! event last year in Houston,
President Trump’s recent successful state
visit to India has further added to the excitement
and expectation of India-US relations. The
transformation over the past two decades in this
bilateral relationship has been truly extraordinary,
with both countries fast abandoning their Cold Warera reservations about each other and pursuing a
multi-faceted partnership marked by
unprecedented levels of engagement, consultation
and cooperation on several global issues.
However, and despite this increasing proximity,
India has also faced a steady stream of public
protests and even quiet political reproach in the
US over its recent action on Article 370 and
Kashmir. President Trump’s repeated utterances
of being willing to play the role of an ‘honest broker’
on Kashmir has lent further doubt to India’s real
political capital in the US. It is in this context that
it might be time to realistically assess India’s soft
power in the US, especially when viewed through
the prism of major changes currently underway in
American politics, media and society.

India’s Growing Soft Power in the US
Over the last 25 years, perhaps no other
country in the world has improved its public image

and political goodwill in the US as dramatically as
India. This is largely due to three major features
of India’s global footprint: Diaspora, Development
& Democracy.
The centre of gravity of the Indian diaspora
shifted from the UK to the US sometime in the
early 1970s, and the success of that generation is
now on full display. High levels of education,
prosperity and political activism among Indian
Americans have given the community both social
acceptance and political clout in the US, and
perhaps even disproportionate representation in
positions of power. There were over 40 IndianAmericans appointed to senior posts during the
eight years of the Obama administration, more so
than any other ethnic group, and the number in
just three years of the Trump administration is about
the same.
A generation ago, few Americans knew any
Indian well, let alone knew any famous Indian;
now, most Americans who are 40 years and
younger have shared either a college dormitory or
office space with an Indian or an Indian-American.
Indian authors, professors, editors, artists, venture
capitalists, CEOs and even Bollywood celebrities
have gained much attention in the US in the past
decade, and Indian cultural cornucopia is cheered
in American media like never before - sometimes

*Subhash Agrawal is a political risk analyst and the founder-editor of India Focus, a private report on
India’s contemporary political, diplomatic and policy developments. He has been a regular columnist with
Outlook and The Financial Express, and his political commentary has frequently been published in
international outlets such as the Asian Wall Street Journal, Mainichi Shimbun, The Globalist,
La Stampa and The Straits Times. He is also a chapter author of the book “Democracy in Asia:
Roots, Voices & Cultural Impulses” (November 2006, Civic Exchange, Hong Kong).
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to an embarrassing degree. Taken together, the
Indian diaspora has created a hugely positive image
of India, and equally important, has nurtured an
independent space of mutual discovery, quite
separate from official negotiations and encounters,
which has added a stabilising dimension to the
bilateral relationship.
India’s economic reforms of the last 25 years
have created even further cross-dependencies
between the two economies, with the US becoming
by far the largest financial investor in India. India’s
economic opening has also brought to global
attention the phenomenal growth of India’s
professional middle class which gravitates heavily
towards American education, ideas and lifestyle.
Going to the US for studies has now become such
a standard practice in India that every year almost
100,000 new Indian students enrol in US
universities, representing the second largest group
after China. 1 Indian students represent a
multibillion-dollar market for US academia, in fact,
a lifeline for many US universities. Conversely,
should the US ever shut off this pipeline, there
would be career chaos and widespread angst in
the Indian middle-class. This is just one example
of how intense and beneficial cross-dependencies
have become between the two countries.
A third reason behind the re-positioning of
Indian image in the US is because of India’s social
and political structure, and its overall track record
of moderation both internally and abroad. India’s
open society embracing diversity, multiculturalism,
secularism and democracy resonates with
Americans, and in fact, India stands out as one of
the few such truly liberal democracies in all of
Asia. And after 25 years of solid economic reforms

in India on the one hand and abandonment of any
Cold War prisms by the US on the other, India has
upgraded itself gradually in US’ eyes. Over the
last 50 years, India has gone from being viewed
as a “nascent democracy” to a “liberal democracy”
and finally to a “rules-based free-market liberal
democracy.” This is much more than just mere
changes in wording, rather it points to the consistent
broad-basing of India’s image in the US
establishment.
Indian and American academics, authors, civil
society members, lawyers and journalists interact
frequently across a large number of global forums
and platforms, something that neither China nor
Pakistan can claim. India’s image as a flawed but
steadfast democracy carries special significance
in the context of heightened geopolitical turmoil
after 9/11 and a stark comparison between India
and many of its neighbours who, at one time or
another in the last ten years, have been ranked
high in the index of failed states by Foreign Policy
magazine. US media has noted and applauded the
fact that India votes often, votes in large numbers,
its poorer people usually vote the most passionately,
and that the country has a habit of usually voting
out incumbent governments. This is in stark
comparison to China, which despite all its economic,
military and technological leaps, comes across as
a closed society with a single party autocracy, soft
support for rogue states and lack of historical
empathy for other nations. While there is unspoken
but definite discomfort over China’s rise as a major
global actor, India, on the other hand, commands
emotional goodwill and moral respect within the
US civil society.
India’s emergence as a valuable global player
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has also led to a remarkable turnaround in specific
aspects of the India-US relationship, which could
perhaps not have been imagined two decades ago.
Many opinion polls, including those in the recent
past by Gallup and Pew Foundation, have shown
how Americans feel nearly as warmly toward India
as they do toward steadfast allies like Israel. It is
now far easier for Indians to get US visas than it
is for most Asians, Africans and Arab nationals,
perhaps even easier than it is for US citizens to
get an Indian visa. India remains a complex and
exotic land in the larger western mind, a home to
palaces, noisy bazaars, yoga and spiritual
philosophy, but a nuanced recognition is beginning
to develop in many western quarters, an
appreciation that while parts of India grapple with
poverty, there are other parts equally pulsating with
modernity, intellect, entrepreneurship, optimism and
confidence. The idea of India as an amalgam of
parallel universes is finally catching on.
And so, while Pakistan and China may have
successful “hard power” lobbies in the US who
have for long been working the corridors of the
Congress, Pentagon and even White House, what
India has, is this unique “soft power” appeal that
results from its diaspora’s success, its open society,
and its economic potential.

And Yet, India Has Had Very Few Wins
Unfortunately, like in many other issues, Indian
has fallen victim to its own hubris, believing that
potential equals results. While the environment
for India’s soft power in the US is real, a lot of
hard work, sensible planning and timely outreach
are still required to build friends, constituencies and
allies, both in and out of the US government. And
India Foundation Journal, March-April 2020

in this, India has failed, or rather, successive
governments and foreign policy elites in India have
failed. India’s actual scorecard on harnessing soft
power in the US so far has been rather
disappointing, especially on its foreign policy
priorities. India has often been blinded and waylaid
by stylistic attention in the US at the cost of
substantive attention to its concerns. In fact, over
the last ten years, including under both Bush and
Obama administrations, India–US relations have
often had some prickly moments over Pakistan or
Kashmir. And even though civil society
organisations are the ones who usually bring up
human rights concerns, India has tended to view
any criticism as officially inspired and a ploy
designed to keep it on the defensive. Consequently,
despite its access to soft power, India has often
felt cornered and reacted testily to what it sees as
moral sermonising by the US.
What are some of the lessons from India’s
experience so far? First, India’s over-reliance on
its diaspora has been belied, despite the ‘success’
of some recent mega rallies and events. Either
Indian officialdom has not done enough outreach,
coordination or re-vitalisation of its relationship with
the community, or it has egregiously presumed the
steadfast commitment of the diaspora on every
issue, big and small, which is simply unrealistic.
India itself is a complex melting pot of different
social backgrounds, world views and political
instincts, and there is no reason why the Indian
diaspora in the US would be any different. It has
long stopped behaving like a monolith and exhibits
a full spectrum of opinions and voices on news
and events in India. It is one thing to expect the
Indian community to come together as one in
{17}

support of a key national priority, quite another to
expect the same zeal on every policy issue. Given
the compression of space and time in the modern
technology-driven globalised world, it would, in fact,
be natural to expect both support and opposition
within the Indian community in the US over
individual policy and political events in India.
Conflating key national priorities with every policy
decision is a counter-productive strategy, likely to
unnecessarily deplete goodwill towards India.

The second lesson to be learnt is that India
still does not produce the kind of original, insightful
and lucid commentary on America that may be
expected from an English-speaking and educationobsessed country that has so many layers of
engagement with the US society. Even after
sharing more than 4 million migrants, hundreds of
thousands of students, and multiple points of
intellectual interactions, India’s collective
understanding of American social trends and public
impulse is frustratingly narrow. Even the new
Indian media, with all its confidence, money,
swagger and glamour, hardly covers any other
policy action in the US beyond Pakistan, IT
outsourcing industry and H-1 visas. As a result, it
has missed out almost entirely on critical political
trends taking place behind the headlines.
A lot has happened and changed in the US
since the 1970s, but of all the major mutations of
the last generation, the biggest is the decline of
genuine liberalism in the US public life and the
unquestioned dominance over public discourse of
a narrow elite that is centred around technology
tsars, hedge fund billionaires, entertainment

celebrities and lavishly paid media superstars.
While America loves to flaunt its love of ‘diversity’
at every instance - and indeed there has been
impressive progress in the US towards all kinds of
racial, ethnic and cultural inclusion which would
have been simply unimaginable just one generation
ago - there is also a kind of sterile conformism of
opinion in US media and academic circles in this
age. There is a kind of unquestioned acceptance
of the ‘Davos Man’ worldview where national
aspirations are considered unhealthy, history is
considered a sociopathic fixation, and open
borders and free flow of capital considered a selfevident virtue.
Not only are TV studios and editorial rooms in
the US becoming echo chambers, but the newlyacquired celebrity power of media elites in a 24/7
world has given them a false sense of their
importance and role in policy, politics and even
public morality. In the US, entertainment stars like
Michael Moore, Oprah Winfrey, Bill Maher or
George Clooney do not just routinely endorse
political candidates but also get intensely engaged
in all aspects of the campaign. Lately, India too
has shown a similar trend, where famous movie
stars, directors and authors are now increasingly
weighing in on social and political issues. There is
a dearth of healthy scepticism even among the
American Left, which has now more or less lost
its old traditions of being a reflective and selfeffacing group, habits that were once so essential
to public life, or even journalism. American
‘liberalism’ in particular seems to have been lately
infected with a strange mix of swagger, arrogance,
celebrity culture and incessant comedic lampooning,
none of which is really useful in understanding
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complex issues or exercising wise judgement.
America is a far more populist nation now than
it ever was before, only there is both right-wing
and left-wing populism in equal measure. Much
like Republicans of the old days, Democrats now
carry the same old moral hubris and the same selfassured righteousness, an abiding sense of
obligation as a “leader of the free world”. This in
turn has led recent Democratic administrations to
use humanitarian pretexts to justify senseless
military interventions around the world which have
been not merely destabilising but actually extremely
devastating in terms of death, destruction and misery.
It is worth recalling how the vast bulk of US
media, including icons of US liberalism like The
New York Times and Washington Post, went along
eagerly with – and thus gave so much public
legitimacy to - the specious and engineered pretext
to invade Iraq in 2003, or to successive wars of
regime change in both Libya and Syria.2 These
are the same stables who now produce young
journalists who pen articles lamenting the lack of
democracy and human rights in faraway corners
of the world. For Indian policymakers, the lesson
here is not to get disheartened or testy at the US
media for getting unfair or biased treatment,
because that is largely counterproductive, but to
recognise the beast as it is. Intellectual piety is
very much part of the new American canvas. On
the one hand, the US produces many exceptionally
balanced, sober and insightful thinkers, but on the
other hand, it also produces in plenty a kind of
brash and impatient-with-facts reporter, falling
under the category of the young rebel looking for
a cause. Which is not altogether different from
India, which has its growing numbers of smug
India Foundation Journal, March-April 2020

reporters and self-righteous activists. What is
important is to recognise that the larger aim of
winning and keeping friends in the US requires
patience, not petulance. It is also worth recognising
that the US is one country where India is very
advantageously poised, far more than Canada or
Europe, where the instinct of the governing elites
to preach is even more pronounced.

Lessons for India from the Devyani
Khobragade episode
No other incident in recent times highlights the
grave mismatch between promise and reality of
India’s soft power in the US than the 2012
controversy involving a young Indian diplomat who
was arrested over alleged mistreatment of her
domestic staff, and whose incarceration and
humiliation became a cause celebre at the time.
It led to extremely strained relations and stiffening
of positions on both sides, with the ultimate result
being that both sides lost over an issue which could
have, and should have, been handled with
discretion and, well, with diplomatic tact. Not only
was public & media opinion in the US at that time
strongly anti-India, with demonisation of India’s
slave labour practices a common thread in news
and opinion stories, India even found it difficult to
find a single person of stature in the US to pen a
solid op-ed to explain that this was hardly a case
of human trafficking, much less one where an
accused would get strip-searched anywhere else
in the world.
Of course, after much back and forth, wiser
heads on both sides did prevail, and that incident is
now only a footnote in public memory.
Nevertheless, what it did do is to highlight how,
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when push came to shove, India stood isolated
within the chambers of US officialdom and public
opinion. Even the diaspora hid itself, with few
people or organisations willing to explain the Indian
position. Almost all the lovely platitudes and
homilies which had till then been written about the
US-India relationship suddenly needed to be reassessed, adding to an unbelievable capricious
quality to what was assumed to be a rock-solid
partnership. If nothing else, that episode showed
that despite so much talk of being natural allies
or strategic partners, the India-US relationship
can never be on smooth autopilot.

Despite the afterglow of the hugely successful
Howdy Modi! event in Houston last September,
which for a brief moment re-assured Indians
everywhere of their immense soft power in the
US, media and public perception in the US of India’s
Kashmir policy, especially the revocation of Article
370, continues to be very negative. The bitter truth
is that India risks losing the public image war to
Pakistan despite deeply bellicose statements from
Pakistani leadership, or despite strong historical
and constitutional support for Indian actions.
Pakistan’s hyperbolic characterisation of India
and Indians have always been part of a selfconscious national identity that has perpetually
promoted a sense of religious embattlement against
an unworthy adversary, an identity carefully and
purposefully nurtured in the last 70 years via serious
distortions of history, blatant use of negative
stereotypes, control over public discourse, and of
course emotional appeals to other countries for

support in defence of the faith. However, in recent
months, this national habit has now become
dangerous sociopathy, with regular references to
outrageous labels like “genocide against Muslims”
even by Pakistan’s cabinet ministers, senior media
anchors and retired diplomats, many of whom carry
impressive credentials and a wide audience.
This incendiary rhetoric from Pakistan
combines a surreal mix of extreme communal
vilification on the one hand, with an open possibility
of nuclear war on the other. Three prominent
former diplomats have publicly called for exploring
the use of non-conventional violence against India,
and there is now new respectability to a vicious
communal and jihadi rhetoric in public domain, with
terms like Ghazwa-e-Hind or the ultimate Islamic
conquest of India being freely used in Pakistani
media debates.3
Overlooking this provocative rhetoric, and
ignoring Pakistan’s record and history in Kashmir,
especially in fomenting 30 years of terrorism, which
parts of the US media have themselves
documented, the bulk of American coverage has
been largely anti-India. It has even largely ignored
the strong public support this move has in Jammu,
Ladakh and in fact everywhere in the country
except in the Kashmir Valley. Instead of noting
this overwhelming support, US media has instead
chosen to air articles and opinions that play up a
one-sided narrative, with the most often-used
phrases being unprecedented crackdown in
disputed Kashmir, illegal annexation of
Kashmir by India, and violence and torture by
Indian officials against locals.
One of the reasons that Pakistan’s dangerous
rhetoric has escaped US media attention is because
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Kashmir: India is losing
the Public Opinion Battle

of a simple but amazing fact: unlike India, where
public discourse and public debates are held daily
over a large number of influential English channels,
Pakistan’s electronic news media has no such
equivalent. And so, hate-speech against India by
the Pakistan establishment, which is really delivered
in Urdu and directed at its domestic audience, has
not caught the attention of most western
intellectuals and journalists.
During the last six months, India’s soft power
strategy to counter this Pakistani bellicosity has
been sporadic or weak. There was a short phase
when senior mandarins from the foreign ministry,
especially foreign minister Jaishankar, did put forth
India’s point of view strongly and soberly to influential
audiences in the West, but since then, India’s Kashmir
cause has become conflated with and compromised
due to subsequent policy debates in India.
The result is that there are now enough
worrying signs that the Pakistani narrative has been
largely accepted in the US, especially in the news
blogosphere and social media, the latter having an
inordinate influence on younger demographics. This
new accepted wisdom is all the more surprising
given the US media’s own long investigation and
documentation of Pakistan’s terror links and
dystopian policies in the region.
Unless India forcefully presents its own
counter-narrative, marshalling facts, history and
sensitivity, the impression of India’s “illegal ethnofascist control over hapless Kashmiris” will be
cemented in the minds of a whole generation of
western audience, taken as an unvarnished truth
without reference to history, context or nuance.
And it will for long become an albatross on India’s
soft power projection in the US.
India Foundation Journal, March-April 2020

What Should India do in Future?
So far, India has regrettably been distracted
by either minor issues or stylistic attention at the
cost of substantive advancement over key national
priorities. Yet, the basic building blocks of a strong
soft power base still exists in India’s favour, given
the multiple points of social, business and cultural
overlap between India and the US. Going forward,
some broad suggestions are as follows:
1. Do not overestimate the power, unity or zeal
of the Indian Diaspora on every issue. The
diaspora has contradictory pulls and loyalties, and
many in the community would often prefer to
conform to American opinion and stance, rather
than India’s. The desire of Indians and IndianAmericans to “belong” amongst their American
peers should neither be dismissed nor disdained.
2. India needs to conserve the bulk of its public
and political capital in the US for key issues such
as Kashmir, which really ought to be India’s main
public diplomacy priority in the US at this time.
Using public capital to defend every Indian policy
only serves to deplete the goodwill India enjoys.
3. It is important to understand the complexity
and behaviour of US elites, including their sense
of entitlement, lack of a sense of history and
noblesse oblige. It is equally important to
recognise some very positive dramatic changes
happening in the US intellectual eco-system, led
by a fiercely independent alternative media and a
large number of video bloggers who now command
viewership that runs into millions. Youtube channels
covering the US and global events, such as The
Young Turks, The Jimmy Dore Show and Secular
Talk, are slowly becoming the 21st-century
versions of The New York Times and CNN in terms
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of their influence on younger demographics. Main
stream media in the US is a rapidly fading agent
of influence among those born after 1985. Research
shows that during the 2020 US election, the bulk of
voters received or affirmed their political ideas from
alternate media, video blogs or even late-night chat
shows.4 India needs to reach out to some of these
new platforms, offering an excellent opportunity
to shake off old biases against it and to build anew.
4. Attention span in the US to almost all things
foreign is very limited, and this is true in old and
new media alike. Indian officials and community
leaders who want to be part of public discourse
should be ready and prepared with brevity, charm
and even light-hearted jocularity on questions and
issues that can be thrown at them. India needs to
project its case on sensitive issues in a wellresearched, sensible, cool and articulate fashion, not
by nervous reactions and self-righteous indignation.
Feisty attitudes and doctrinaire obsessions will invite
negative publicity and wrong attention in the US
press and will take away much-needed goodwill.

5. India’s rather successful stable of newly
started literature festivals and art summits and
should be used to promote the country’s intellectual
influence in the US. The Jaipur Literature Festival,
in particular, has become an international best-seller
and a compelling draw for American editors,
publishers and academics it has been described
by a famous US editor as the “greatest literary
event on Earth.”5 This is hyperbolic, but also
indicative of how, quite outside of government
channels, a purely private venture can create so
many possibilities for Indian soft power.
Finally, soft power is neither static nor narrowly
confined, and it indeed often gets triumphed by
considerations over hard power issues, such as
defence purchase, the volume of trade, or levels
of investment. However, there exists a very strong
foundation for India’s voice and perspectives to
be heard in the US. Despite less than a stellar
record so far, India needs to remain pragmatic,
visibly engaged and persistent in its public
diplomacy in the US.
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FOCUS

Countering False Narratives in the West:
Right-Wing Ideology and the War of Perceptions
Rami N Desai*

W

hen Narendra Modi won the General
elections in 2019, it was the outcome
of the largest democratic exercise in
the world. It also clocked the highest ever voter
turnout in India’s history at 67.11%. Among those
who voted for the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP),
46% were women, 50% postgraduates, 54%
professionals and 48% farmers voted amongst
other crucial voting sections 1. These figures
completely derailed the prospects of the western
media favourite Indian National Congress led by
Rahul Gandhi. The BJP led National Democratic
Alliance managed to cut across all sections of
society winning a staggering 353 seats out of 543
seats, authenticating the acronym ‘Tsunamo’,
(Tsunami + Narendra Modi). The historic mandate
was celebrated not just by BJP supporters but also
citizens of India who had hoped for a strong and
clear mandate.
However, the mood seemed to be polar
opposite on the other side of the world. The western
media seemed shaken. The self-titled ‘liberal’ and
left-leaning media of the west, that has a few poor
cousins in India as well, had been following the
Indian elections closely. They had patronisingly
forewarned Indian voter, as if she was gullible or
shortsighted, of an apocalyptic future if Modi came
to power. The Economist headline, reeking of
British colonial hangover, stated: “We do not find
the prospect of a government led by Congress

under Mr. (Rahul) Gandhi an inspiring one.
But we have to recommend it to Indians as the
less disturbing option.”
The Guardian too, reporting on the results of
the elections, decided to focus on how Rahul
Gandhi lost Amethi rather than how Modi won over
India. These pharisaic pietistic bullies titled their
editorial “Bad for India’s Soul” stating that “the
world did not need another national populist
leader who pursues a pro-business agenda
while trading in fake news and treating
minorities as second class citizens”. Across the
Atlantic, The New York Times was not far behind
in its unfounded criticism of a democratically
elected government, their opinion piece was titled
“How Narendra Modi seduced India with envy
and hate”. The Chicago based media company
The Onion that claims to be ‘America’s finest
news source’ was also not willing to fall behind in
the race of spewing venom against Indians and
their choice of leadership headlined an opinion
piece “India Continues Surge Towards Status
as First World Nation by Re-electing Racist
Right-Wing Authoritarian”.
Many of these articles, redolent of white
supremacist behaviour, were collated by none other
than Huffington Post India, to convince Indians
that the West was not happy. A clear attempt of
white racism, wherein it was presumed that if
white-dominated news sources denounce Modi
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and right-wing politics in India, then the rest of
India would automatically follow suit. As a slave
that looks up to his master, as a coloured primitive
that looks up to the advanced civilised white man
for guidance, Indians must feel ashamed for making
an electoral choice that the citizens felt was right
for them.
More recently, during Modi’s second term,
which he won with a far larger majority than his
first term, four long-standing issues came to a close
in quick succession. The abrogation of Article 370,
the Ayodhya verdict by the Supreme Court of India
in favour of the Hindu litigants, the Supreme Courtmandated and monitored National Register of
Citizens (NRC) in Assam and the Citizenship
Amendment Bill (now an Act-CAA).
Western media, taking its cue from a handful
of its sycophantic following in Delhi, slandered,
turned, twisted and outright lied in much of their
reporting on these issues. The Washington Post
in an article titled, “India’s settler-colonial project
in Kashmir takes a disturbing turn” author Hafsa
Kanjwal noted, “This move highlights the ways
in which India is quickly descending to an
authoritarian State, only interested in its
expansion and securing power — and one that
will flout international law and its own
Constitution to achieve these ends.” 2 Hafsa
Kanjwal forgot to mention that Article 370 in the
Constitution had a temporary status, to begin with,
nor did she shed any light on the relief that came
with its abrogation to women and minorities across
the state. She also overlooked the fact that basic
human rights and laws such as Right to Education
Act and Prohibition of Child Marriage were not
applicable in Jammu and Kashmir before the

abrogation of Article 370, rights that she clearly takes
for granted by the sound of her article. Also, not worth
a mention was the nationwide celebration throughout
the country that ensued the abrogation of the draconian
Article 370, even by Indian Muslims.
The New York Times editorial board wrote:
“The Indian government’s decision to revoke the
semi-autonomous status of Kashmir, accompanied
by a huge security clampdown, is dangerous and
wrong. Bloodshed is all but certain. The United
Nations recommended holding a referendum to let
Kashmiris decide their fate, but that never
happened.”3 The New York Times once again
failed to present an unbiased picture; not only was
there no bloodshed, but the referendum that it
mentioned was only subject to Pakistan vacating
Pakistan Occupied Jammu Kashmir (PoJK). The
New York Times never once mentioned the role
of Pakistan sponsored terrorism in Kashmir or the
forced exodus of Kashmiri Hindus who were
murdered, raped and thrown out of their legitimate
inherited homes, overnight for their religion.
The line of attack was similar after the Ayodhya
verdict. The New York Times, The Washington
Post and other western major news daily’s chimed
together with the same tired and overplayed
commentary of the verdict being a stepping stone
for the BJP towards a Hindu Rashtra. The New
York Times wrote that the verdict was “handing
the prime minister and his followers a major
victory in their quest to remake the country as
Hindu and shift it further from its secular
foundation.”4 The Washington Post, in its report,
called India under PM Modi “fundamentally a
Hindu nation” and “not the secular republic
promoted by the country’s founders”.5
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Both pseudo-liberal mouthpieces overlooked
the fact that the long-awaited Ayodhya case verdict
was delivered by a five-judge bench of the Supreme
Court. Neither did this have anything to do with a
Hindu Rashtra nor was it a government decision.
The repetitive use of the word Hindu Rashtra in
every commentary on India’s political scenario
reflects a state of crisis journalism aimed at creating
a shared sense of illegitimate paranoia. To create
fear, to create chaos and crisis is an old tactic to
get noticed especially at a time when readership is
dwindling.
But the misrepresentation of the abrogation
of Article 370 and the Ayodhya verdict was still
somewhat subtle compared to the diabolical
representation of the NRC (National Register of
Citizens) and the CAA (Citizenship (Amendment)
Act, 2019). The Guardian played its natural role
in further peddling false narratives generated by
India’s homegrown BJP critics, and also by the
miffed leadership of Congress and other regional
parties whose influence has severely diminished
since the rise of the BJP in 2014. The Guardian
stated “Rights groups warn of a possible
humanitarian crisis as those left off the list (NRC)
face statelessness and detention. It spoke of how
the list was unfairly skewed against several
people—women, for instance, who often lack
access to necessary documents, and Muslims”.6
The Guardian it seems, in the above narrative,
simply forgot or chose to omit pivotal details about
the NRC to its readers. Firstly, the NRC in Assam
was a 2013 Supreme Court order. Secondly, the
NRC was a part of the Assam Accord, a
Memorandum of Settlement (MoS) between the
Congress government of the time and the leaders
India Foundation Journal, March-April 2020

of the Assam movement against illegal
immigration. And finally, there were more Hindus
whose names did not appear on the NRC list as
opposed to Muslims. Besides, The Guardian also
conveniently forgot to mention crucial details like
detention centres had been previously constructed
and illegal immigrants had been moved to these
centres under the Congress regime. The nuances
of the order of the Supreme Court, like an
allowance for an individual who did not possess
any documentation to bring a witness from their
locality as proof of their citizenship, were carefully
left out. Details like these may not make a
difference to the shoddy and tainted journalism of
The Guardian but it certainly makes a difference
to a country that is trying to move forward from
the politics of religion played by the previous
dispensation.
Finally, the most recent thorn in the flesh of
the racist pseudo-liberal media was the Citizenship
(Amendment), Bill. In a move to raise the bar of
the frenzy, they had already created against the
BJP they blatantly used subterfuge. With a flagrant
display of antipathy towards the delicate
relationship between the Hindu and Muslim
communities in India, they fabricated a narrative
that this bill would be used against the Muslim
citizens of India. The Telegraph wrote, “It is the
latest in a string of actions the government, led
by the Hindu-nationalist Bharatiya Janata
Party, and has taken against India’s Muslim
population.” The New York Times headline read
“Mode makes his bigotry even clearer?” The
Guardian’s headline read. “Violent clashes
continue in India over new citizenship bill,
Protests spread to Delhi as BJP government
{25}

accused of making Muslims second-class
citizens”.7
The astounding misrepresentation of the Bill
could only indicate the perfidious intentions of these
articles that is to incite hate in India and destabilise
its growing influence in the world. It also highlights
the utter incapability of the writers and editors
involved in looking beyond their personal biases
towards the right-leaning ideology of the BJP.
The Bill had, in fact, nothing at all to do with
Indian citizens. It was merely an amendment to
the citizenship law, to give refuge to a handful of
persecuted minorities from three neighbouring
Islamic republics. These refugees had already been
living in India for decades and had been persecuted
for being minorities. These countries are well
known for their intolerance and the bill was brought
in specifically to provide relief to these minorities,
persecuted for their faith. Therefore, by the sheer
characteristics of the Bill, it was a case of positive
discrimination for the religiously persecuted
minorities of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan,
the Islamic Republic of Pakistan, and the country
of Bangladesh where the official state religion is
Islam. However, Muslims from the same countries
can still apply for citizenship of India through the
existing channels. The Modi government in 2018,
had offered Indian citizenship to nearly 550
Pakistani Muslims. Where then does the question
of CAA endangering Indian Muslims arise?
This continuous false propaganda and
misrepresentation of facts by the media in the west
can be deeply debilitating to India’s image. This
unabated fear-mongering with an underlying
current of racism that is slowly becoming
discernible has severe consequences on internal

peace and security in the nation as well. Whether
it’s The New York Times or The Guardian, The
Telegraph or The Washington Post, the agenda
seems to be the same, reminiscent of colonial tactics
in India of Divide and Rule. The Hindus and
Muslims in India have always been pitted against
each other by western powers; today it is evident
that these fault lines are once again being exploited.
However, India now as an Independent nation
must look deeper into the critique meted out to
Indians. Under the glossy veneer of concern is an
unforgiving judgment, rooted in history, towards
our internal matters as well as our vibrant and
thriving democracy. Therefore, it is imperative now,
more than ever, to ask ourselves some critical
questions - Why is it that the western media has
such a skewed perspective of the Indian right?
Why is it that they have a cavernous appetite for
criticising India asserting its ‘Indianness’? Why is
it that the western intellectual and the media is so
highly influenced by left-leaning liberals, pseudo
secularists and westernised Indian cronies?
The answer to these questions is primarily
three-fold:
1. Colonialism and Racism
2. Cultural Elitism
3. ‘Liberal’ Indian aspirations (and the West)
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Colonialism and Racism
Indians have encountered Indo-phobia and
Hindu-phobia over the centuries, whether it was
under invaders, the colonialists, western scholars
or even the Indian liberals who looked towards
the west for acceptance. India, during the colonial
era, was a complex and mystical place for the
Europeans and Hinduism was something alien to

them. Europeans, having never encountered a
culture so vastly different to theirs and society so
deeply entrenched in its religion, consciously
decided to use evangelicalism to destroy the Indian
spiritual backbone, in an attempt to control the
country. Many historians have noted that the British
policy made a concerted attempt to disparage and
belittle India’s rich cultural, scientific and religious
knowledge.8 This policy was also aimed to justify
British control of India, back home. Systematically,
with the assistance of evangelicals and the colonial
administration, the British destroyed the Indian
sense of self-worth.
Political analysts and social anthropologists of
the colonial era like James Mill believed “that the
English government in India with all its vices is
a blessing of unspeakable magnitude to the
population of Hindustan. In their present state,
the Indians were unfit to govern themselves; a
simple form of arbitrary government, tempered
by European honour and European intelligence
was needed. The wider the circumference of
British dominion, the more extensive the reign
of peace.”9 While in the employment of the East
India Company, he even recommended bringing in
a large number of Europeans to be settled in India.
This, he argued, would be a civilising influence on
who he thought were a population of heathens.
Mill focused on Hindu society explaining that
“If the mistake concerning Hindu society,
committed by the British nation, and the British
government, be very great; if they have
conceived the Hindus to be a people of high
civilisation, while they have in reality made but
a few of the earliest steps in the progress of
civilisation, it is impossible that in many of the
India Foundation Journal, March-April 2020

measures pursued the government of that people,
the mark aimed at should not have been wrong.”10
Further, Charles Grant and Lord Macaulay
institutionalised racism via education and
administration. They neither had any respect for
Indian languages and culture nor for our ancient
traditions. In 1796, Grant, in his highly influential
tract “Observations on the State of Society
among the Asiatic Subjects of Great Britain”
criticised the Orientalist for being too respectful to
Indian culture and religion. His work tried to
determine the Hindus’ “true place in the moral
scale” and he alleged that the Hindus are “a
people exceedingly depraved”. Grant believed
that Great Britain’s divine duty was to civilise and
Christianise the natives.
Colonialists step by step diminished any sense
of pride that Indians had in their rich history. They
ensured this by replacing the education system so
that Indians did not study or comprehend their past
without the contribution of the British. Erasing
thousands of years of knowledge and culture, the
British ruthlessly left a whole nation’s identity in chaos.
In 1835, Lord Macaulay famously wrote in
his Minute on Education that “A single shelf of a
good European library was worth the whole
native literature of India and Arabia.” He
envisaged creating “a class of persons, Indian
in blood and colour, but English in taste, in
opinions, in morals, and in intellect”.11 Lord
Macaulay’s insidious idea of creating a class of
people that aspired to be English had far-reaching
consequences for India creating a divide that is
yet to be bridged.
It is this residue of colonialism that today
simmers in the West. Western media does not just
{27}

limit itself to commentary on Indian politics and
our internal affairs but believes that it has a right
to direct our future just the way the British did.
The self-titled liberal media is far from liberal, on
the contrary, it wrests between radical and extreme.
It looks down upon a confident India, asserting
itself but prefers to pity poor India, reliant India,
and the ‘heathen’ India.

All countries have a culturally elite class of
people that more often than not, form the
intellectual core and leadership of society.
Jawaharlal Nehru was one such example in
India—the first Prime Minister of the country. The
anglicised Prime Minister seemingly found his
strength and confidence in the fact that he was
English speaking, Cambridge University educated,
westernised and was at least superficially accepted
by European society. This was so because he
embodied and represented European morality,
education, manners, virtues and vices.
Unfortunately, for the rest of India such was
the man leading the nation towards its destiny. An
India that should have been free from the biases
instilled in our mindsets by the Europeans, had
instead these biases reinforced in the minds of the
people by its very own icons. The West, on the
other hand, found this leadership to be easily
palatable. The British had created this somewhat
tolerable elite class of Indians, on the one hand,
while on the other, poor, Hindi speaking, traditional
and practising Hindus remained pagans in their
imagination.
Modi and the BJP, in contrast to Nehru and
his dynasty, are anything but westernised; nor do

they identify themselves as elite. Modi and his
followers are looked down upon by racist western
media as well as their white skin obsessed coterie
in India. Modi was neither born wealthy nor was
educated in fancy schools; he was not born
speaking English but learnt it on the way. The
thought of a common Indian ‘tea seller,’ today
leading the world’s largest democracy is
unpalatable to the West. It defies their basic upper
crust principles. It is unimaginable for a man of his
credentials to impress the West. He embodies
nothing that the West taught us nor does he seem
to be interested in impressing his western critiques.
He is work focused and doesn’t enjoy strategic
social interactions that Indian intellectuals, as well
as western journalists, have become so used to.
He does not have a dynasty behind him, nor the
global connections that come with a dynasty nor
any such dynastic aspirations. Modi and his Party
simply don’t fit into the expectations of the elite in
India or the West.
Further to their annoyance, Modi wears his
religion on his sleeve and does not shy away from
fulfilling his traditional commitments. Unfortunately,
the cultural elites don’t realise that this is exactly
how the other social classes in India live. To them,
these are strange new winds. There is acceptance
for the first time in India for ‘Indianness’. The majority
are neither apologetic and nor hiding their faith, but
revisiting it with pride. There is renewed interest
in indigenous tongues, cultures and traditions. New
confidence in being Indian is increasing at a rapid
speed. This in no way excludes or limits the freedom
of expression of any other religious minority.
In contrast, the western media and its friends
in India, thoroughly bonded in the last few decades
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Cultural Elitism

of the Congress rule, finding common ground in
their elitist leanings and distaste for archaic Indian
traditions. Their resentment for ritualistic Hindus
was rooted in European understanding of the
religion. With Sonia Gandhi at the helm of affairs,
a white European with immense faith to the
“religion of the civilised” –Christianity, the same
sanctimonious western media put her and her fairskinned children on a pedestal as the saviours of
India. The western media never questioned with
similar rigour their dynastic rule in a democratic
system nor criticised their apparent lack of
scruples. Their wealth, as well as the instantaneous
wealth of the son-in-law, Robert Vadra was barely
ever brought up. Sonia’s interactions abroad, her
credentials and Rahul’s frequent disappearances,
educational qualifications and personal life amongst
many other parts have been shrouded in secrecy,
were never been questioned by these watchdogs
of justice. Unsurprisingly, the western media has
been unusually kind to them, unlike Modi whose
personal life and choices have often been not just
questioned but also cruelly judged.
The crux of the matter is that the western
media finds common ground with other westernised
communities that represent western civility,
morality and culture that the West itself bestowed
upon them. They had hoped for India to follow in
their footsteps. When that transformation did not
take place, and instead Indians began to reinvent
and reassert themselves and their inherent culture,
the West was disappointed. This is why Rahul
Gandhi, a middle-aged spoilt man born in the lap
of luxury and power, who shows no signs of
responsibility or maturity is ‘suggested’ to us as
our leader. This man who is the symbol of
India Foundation Journal, March-April 2020

incompetence in India is preferred by the West
over Narendra Modi, a self-made, focused,
hardworking and selfless leader who inspires a
billion people.

‘Liberal’ Indian Aspirations
(and the West)
Unfortunately for Indians, the problem doesn’t
stop with white media; the problem is also a
handful of Indians themselves–a combination of
radical extremist left-liberals who also are the
glitterati of elite Indian society. They are found in
the corridors of Lutyen’s Delhi, masquerading as
intellectuals whilst hobnobbing with every potential
benefactor from the West. They can be found
openly talking about freedom of speech whilst
feeling no such compulsion to allow others with
opposing views the same liberty. However, when
it comes to making career choices, these
communist sympathisers don’t choose to migrate
to China; they prefer the US or Europe.
Indian anti-BJP scholars and intellectuals crave
white approval and a career in the West at the
cost of making India look like a banana republic
and rural Indians as some antediluvian creatures.
Once they have managed to entrench themselves
in western societies with successful careers, they
tell their patrons what they want to hear.
One such character born in India but brought
up in the folds of British elitist institutions is Amol
Rajan, The Independent’s Indian-origin former
editor. Rajan wrote of Modi: “The charge sheet
against Narendra Damodardas Modi is familiar
and well-founded: the stench of Hindu nationalism
covers him.” The Prime Minister has done little
to flame this idea, and the claims of India stepping
{29}

towards a Hindu Rashtra have been thrust upon
him and his party by the West and journalists like
Rajan. He also fails to give a strong balanced
analysis, not mentioning that India has been home
to various other religions, religious minorities who
thrive and grow in India, unlike the state of
minorities in our neighbouring countries. On the
contrary, the charge sheet against Amol Rajan and
his types are all too familiar to Indians living in
peace in India to whom Rajan’s rhetoric reeks of
bigotry and sycophancy.
Modern societies around the world have also
become more dependent on social media and the
power of decentralised information. The common
man neither has the time nor the interest to read
the lengthy analysis in newspapers or magazines.
Information is fragmented and promoted through
unvetted social media channels. Celebrities know
that their future is not dependent on their talent
but on which side of the buying power they stand.
World-famous artist Anish ‘Mikhail’ Kapoor who
wrote a piece in the Hindu phobic British
newspaper The Guardian in 2015 titled “India is
being ruled by the Hindu Taliban” gave his
liberal modern art appreciating fans and buyers
exactly what they wanted. He cemented his place
in European high society by agonising about the
state of his country. Considering he does not live
in India, his credentials to write a piece like this in
a major daily was a mystery to most Indians.
Maybe, what ‘Mikhail’ needed was to get a fuller
perspective, to comprehend the freedom we enjoy
in India he should visit a Taliban controlled country
and attempt to create his next art collection there
while criticising the Taliban. If he survives, he may
learn to appreciate India.

Conclusion
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Over the course of the human civilisation,
change has been inevitable. Ideologies transform,
human thinking evolves and even languages mature
from time to time. In the same manner, it is
important to revisit the essential definitions of Right
and ‘liberal’ ideologies. It is imperative to redefine
and articulate these ideologies in context to India.
The genesis of most of these ideologies was in
western countries; we need to re-contextualise
them. India is unique and the understanding of such
leanings have to be broader.
For instance, the BJP is a Party that represents
the Right and for many decades ‘liberal’ has been
seen as a characteristic of any party opposing the
BJP. However, the truth is that in the last few
decades, the essential characteristics of ‘liberal’
in the opposition has faded away and has become
a hateful mix of a radical and extreme character.
Their intolerance towards any other ideology has
transformed their relationship with the rest of India.
With the rising Right, the opposition is fading and
the recent agitations against Supreme Court orders
and government initiatives are prime examples of
their frustration. Western media is bigoted. They
use these ideological rebels from BJP’s opposition
and make heroes of them in the West. For if the
West accepts them, they hope that the rest of the
world will follow suit. This propaganda, mostly
choreo-graphed by western governments are old
tactics to demolish credibility. Media houses that
promote this new wave of racism and prejudice
should be taken on by the intellectual right. Every
article that appears in these influential dailies should
be countered and exposed until they learn to give
the correct picture of India. It is essential to take

this onslaught of lies seriously. Historically, India
has allowed outsiders to undermine her strength and
uniqueness-especially the West. The results have been
devastating for the Indian civilisation. Today, when

India has a chance to stand strong we must ensure
that we foil these underhanded tactics and do what
we think is right for us, and not what the West wants
us to do. This is the true essence of Independence.
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FOCUS

Need to Rejuvenate India's Ancient
Geo-Spatial Cultural Heritage

Neera Misra*

Introduction

A

former Ambassador of China to the
USA, Mr Hu Shih, had once stated“India Conquered and dominated
China culturally for 20 centuries without ever
having to send a single soldier across her
border”, acknowledging the influence of Bhartiya
culture and civilization across Asia. In those times
of yore, India’s cultural landscape, never in
contradiction to its intangible achievements,
commanded a venerable position in the eyes of
evolved kingdoms, learned scholars, traders, artists,
and philosophers. Much water has flown down
the Ganges since then. Though our strength as
the largest and youngest democracy is attracting
the world now, yet how effective has been the
role of our culture and civilization in strengthening
our strategic position in the world is a pertinent
question worth analyzing.
As per Dhruva Jaishankar, currently Director,
US Initiative at the Observer Research Foundation,
“Though many speak positively about the
country’s soft power potential, but its absence
from The Soft Power 30 Index, shows India does
not yet benefit as much from international
awareness, positive associations or investments
in cultural diplomacy as many other countries”.
He further added a critical point that “India has
more UNESCO World Heritage sites than all
but five other countries and more public policy
think tanks than any country outside the USA,

China and the UK, but still fares poorly on
tourism and education on a per capita basis.
India rates badly on any measure of statedriven cultural diffusion ...better projecting its
culture and values to international audiences”.
As it can be understood, this is primarily
because currently, there is a glaring mismatch
between what we show, what we are perceived
as, and what we speak about who we actually
are. We constantly speak of a civilisation of great
antiquity, going back to 5,000 years, yet a visitor to
Bharat, at its ‘Deheri’ or threshold Delhi, sees a
city-state of a mere 500 odd years. The story is
the same in most of our major state capital cities,
where colonial and medieval structures hide
whatever may exist of greater antiquity.
Incidentally, how many of these UNESCO sites
of Delhi and India are entirely of Indian origin? It
is here that the gaps between perceptions versus
reality need to be effectively bridged. This
mismatch has arisen because the scope of
showcasing our indigenous culture and civilization
(Sanskriti evam Sabhyata) has been mainly limited
to intangibles like music, classical dance, folk
performances, arts, literature, philosophy and Yoga.
We must admit that these intangibles derive
their meaning from the earthy geographical
landscapes that were cradles of their evolution and
weave the narratives of our journey of thousands
of years.

*Neera Misra is an Independent Research Student, focused on Vedic and Mahabharata period history and
culture, and its socio-cultural impacts. She is the Founder Trustee and Chairperson of Draupadi Dream Trust.
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(The dates for Hindu rule are based on astronomical dating of Kurukshetra War as
3067 BCE, by Prof Narhari Achar of Memphis University, USA.)

Foreign Policy of
Bhartiya Government
The stated Foreign Policy of the Indian
government is ‘promoting India’s cultural
diplomacy and transforming India’s global
image through the five pillars of foreign policy
namely – Samman (dignity), Samvaad
(dialogue), Samriddhi (shared prosperity),
Suraksha (regional and global security), and
Sanskriti evam Sabhyata (Cultural and
civilisational links). Thus cultural and
civilisational links are integral to our diplomacy, but
we are yet to realise its full potential to revitalise
our soft power internationally (and nationally). A
paradigm shift from the current emphasis on
showcasing the intangible is the need of the hour.
Development of the tangible cultural landscape
associated with the intangible narratives will
leverage the output for the desired impact of soft
power diplomacy.
In this case, seeing is believing. Bridging the
gap between the glorious Bharat that is known to
discerning foreigners and the missing landmarks
of that landscape of Bharat is important.
Here comes the key role of the Ministry of
India Foundation Journal, March-April 2020

Culture and especially the Archaeological Survey
of India (ASI), along with the Ministry of Tourism.
After the partition of India, the major archaeological
sites of ancient Bhartiya civilisation were strangely
in the Islamic country of Pakistan and much of
Ganga cultural legacies were in the current day
Bangladesh. Added to this was the control of
education and culture with Maulana Abdul Kalam,
who made significant contributions to modernize
Indian education system but paid no heed to the
development of ancient Bhartiya knowledge
systems, and places of cultural significance.
National Council of Educational Research and
Training (NCERT) and Indian Council of Historical
Research (ICHR) became channels for promoting
medieval rule and painted those rulers in glorious
light while downgrading history of ancient Bharat
to just a few pages. Likewise, the ASI became a
medium to develop, renovate and promote medieval
landmarks as the only heritage of India. Maximum
budgeting was devoted to refurbishing tombs and
mosques, most of which were built over important
Hindu places while other Hindu, Buddhist
landmarks languished to oblivion.
While the keen interest of nations like Japan
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fueled some developments of Buddhist places in
India and Jain business community actively funded
Jain places, the Vedic and Epic era heritage points
suffered grave neglect for lack of patrons. We
owe much to ancient rulers of Southern India and
South East Asia who kept alive some tangible
connects of our enviable past for posterity. These
glimpses show us an inkling of our magnificent
heritage that needs to be unearthed and restored
to its grandeur once again, across the nation.
Then came the colonial rulers, who created
their style of buildings. However, the due credit of
establishment of the ASI rightfully goes to the
colonial rulers, who explored and documented our
civilisational heritage. Post partition, however, this
institution was actively used to promote Muslim
architecture and glorify brutal invaders and their
symbols of subjugation of our indigenous heritage.
The funding and promotion of cultural heritage
became focused on these towering medieval
structures and ancient Bharat remained lost or
submerged in ruins. Gradually, over the years and
decades, the ASI, and government promoted
NGO’s like Indian National Trust for Art, Culture
and Heritage (INTACH), Agha Khan Trust for
Culture (AKTC) etc., which became active players
in shaping India’s cultural heritage image,
understanding and perceptions nationally and
internationally.
Courtesy their agenda-driven work, few in
Delhi would know about the original roots of Delhi,
which used to be the ancient capital city-state of
Indraprastha. The renovations of even the Purana
Indraprastha Qila has been given a completely
medieval look, and the many temples at the
Mehrauli area are downgraded to showcase a

mosque built above them, with little explanation
for their past.
This is what gives a confusing message to
visitors to India. They read about the great Indian
epics, Ayurveda, Yoga and Indic philosophical texts
authored by great Rishis and scholars of Bharat.
On the ground, however, they are unable to connect
with the places of that era that were the nurturing
grounds of those epics or intangible knowledge
treasures. This confusion has also percolated to a
large Indian populace, thanks to the influence of
Marxist historians of the 20th century.
This mismatch between our actual cultural
strength and the mischievously promoted interface
has finally been realised. Real term portrayal of
our heritage in concrete and use of virtual reality
techniques are being put into effect to create a
difference in this regard. The choosing of the
famous point of Arjuna’s Penance
(Mahabalipuram) as the meeting venue for Prime
Minister of India and the Chinese Premier was a
remarkable initiative of our strategic planners. This
gave a strong message of our desire to rejuvenate
our ancient cultural geo-spatial landmarks and
spread the message of Bhartiya antiquity, ‘Itihasa’
(history) and ‘Dharma’ (rule of law) to the world
at large.
This point of Arjuna’s penance symbolizes the
high moral principles of our legacy, derived from
the Mahabharata Epic which points to Raj Dharma,
the historical narrative that even the king has to
bear the consequences of breaking rules. Going
millennia before the Magna Carta, it represents
the strong foundations of our value systems that
made Bharat unique in the entire world. The
widespread popularity of Indian epics makes them
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an ideal vehicle for showcasing Bhartiya ‘Sanskriti
and Sabhyata’.
A nation’s philosophical and cultural journey
is revealed through its history and its landscapes.
Over centuries, these narratives have travelled
across vast lands, assimilated with others and
created links of shared culture. India’s philosophy
and literature have found echoes in other
languages, other habitats because spirituality has
always been at its foundations which is universal
in nature and common to all humanity. Through
these historical cultural connections, India’s soft
power became a potent channel for nourishing
relations.
The broader definition of culture adopted by
United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural
Organisation (UNESCO) in 1982 specifies that
“culture comprises the whole complex of distinctive
spiritual, material, intellectual and emotional
features that characterise a society or social group.
It includes not only the arts and letters but also
modes of life; the fundamental rights of the human
being, value systems, traditions and beliefs.”
(Sahai, Paramjit, Indian Cultural Diplomacy;
Celebrating Pluralism in a Globalised World. India,
page 31)
Our epics are the epitome of our inherited
culture. It is quite surprising that so far, Indian
policymakers have not tapped and
comprehensively harnessed this USP (unique
selling proposition) of our nation. Promoting this
vast ‘heritage-scape’ can showcase the wonder
that is Bharat, synergising with foreign authors’
writings about ‘The Wonder that was India’. We
had coined the Incredible India slogan for tourism
promotion. Now it is time to ‘show’ the incredible
India Foundation Journal, March-April 2020

landscapes of ancient India. The Epics are a
treasure trove of our cultural strengths. Our
archaeologists and astro-archaeologists have
already scientifically proved their civilisational
antiquity. The cultural wealth and identity of Bharat
deserve better and concerted attention. Along with
epics, ancient Vedic Bharat is equally mesmerising.
The places linked to the development of Yoga,
Charak Samnhita, Surut Samnhita etc., are
interesting locations with enriching history.
With the recent two-day conference on
‘Indian Epics & Soft Power: India & South
East Asia’ at Jawaharlal Nehru University (JNU),
finally, a dialogue on this has started. The Epics
are in themselves compelling narratives, grounded
in the geospatial landscape of Bharat and
Aryavarta, having deep cultural linkages with even
some far off lands. Not only do they take us back
into antiquity that we are so proud of, but also give
insights into our sustainable cultural values and life
systems. Our stated national foreign policy can
achieve its objectives by ‘nourishing and
harnessing geospatial cultural heritage bonds of
epics. It is time to realise that our beliefs and
reverences towards our rich cultural wealth must
elevate to a higher effective visual level by
transforming heritage legacies into tangible forms
for substantial benefits.

The Geo-Spatial and
Cultural Landscape
Our motto is Satyamev Jayate, and we should
unhesitatingly speak and display facts that our
common ancestors bore to us. That is our ‘Itihasa,’
containing our philosophy, our sciences, and our
cultural and civilisational ethos. Both the Ramayana
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and the Mahabharata have much to offer in terms
of ‘Dharma’ (principles) that reveals itself in the
events and actions of that history. The epic
Mahabharata fits well in the stated policy of
‘Understanding India,’ ‘Destination India’ and
more significantly in unveiling the ‘Incredible
India’ cultural tourism potential. If a state wants
‘tangible power to fulfil a state’s goal, then it is
time to harness ‘tangible cultural landmark’
avenues and touch base at the ground level of
locations that gave rise to that itihasa or roots.
Through physically portrayed, reachable visual
cultural landscape narratives and cultural travel
narratives, Bharat will transport a so far intangible
experience into a realistic perception of our past,
co-existing with the present. This will enliven a
journey spanning thousands of years’ upheavals,
bearing, assimilating and tolerating all, yet surviving
on the power of its universal faith, the ‘Sanatan
Dharma’. The power of truth is deep and
everlasting. The Mahabharata is an ideal channel
or vehicle for this as it is a storehouse of
geographical knowledge and exhaustive data on
our antiquity and identity. The potential of this epic
as a captivating and engaging narrative for
enhancing India’s soft power is unmatched.
It is worthwhile here to first understand and
overcome some misperceptions about this epic that
has made it the favourite of leaders and
academicians world over, is strangely not taught
as history and is rather shunned in average Hindu
homes. Unfortunately, the name ‘Mahabharata’
has been loosely used to denote a war, even though
hardly 20 per cent of this grand epic is about the
Dharma Yudha or the Kurukshetra War. The
preface to Akbar ’s Persian version of the

Mahabharata Epic, Razamnama mentions that this
is the most sacred text of Hindus and read in every
Hindu home. The name ‘Mahabharata’ in reality
denotes the ‘Greater Bharata,’ or the history of
the vast Bharatvarsha (region). This is a
progression from its earlier smaller narratives Jaya
(8,800 verses) and Bharata (24,000 verses), which
were limited in scope and expanded to include the
wider narrative, beyond the story of the Kings of
Bharata clan. Thus it is named Maha-bharata
comprising 1, 00,000 verses.
Another reason for not mainstreaming this epic
is that it has so far been taken only as brilliant
literature (Mahakavya) or a book of deep
philosophy. However, it is also a storehouse of our
sacred geography that connects and narrates our
history, has not been explored. This epic provides
us information of about around 80 kingdoms, 220
provinces, more than 100 villages, towns & cities,
over 80 mountain ranges and peaks, around 30
forests, 150 rivers, approximately 30 lakes, and
about 60 geographical regions. Besides, there are
several travel narratives, pilgrimage narratives and
many such. This exhaustive information makes Ved
Vyasa as the real unifier of India, connecting the
huge landscape of humanity and their environments
into a cultural entity.
Our international image has also suffered due
to many disturbing narratives propagated about our
society and systems, which have clouded our
positive credible endeavours. Soft power is also a
medium to counter the many misperceived and
mischievous propaganda about Indian society per
se. Besides denouncing our epics as mere
imaginative tales, highlighting the ‘colonial created’
caste divisions, caste discrimination, issues of
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liberalism, democracy and gender status in Indian
society, in the eyes of the world have greatly
affected India’s perception across the world.
Though we know that these are to some extent
ideological attacks, controlled and managed, yet
we have to accept that we have failed to factually
portray our civilisation and culture well. The depths
of our knowledge resources can counter the
psychological wars of today and reestablish our
core strengths.
An encounter with a multimedia created
retelling of our history and culture that represents
true Bharat will enlighten many a visitor. For
example, visually recreated Raj Dharma Gyan to
Yudhishtra by Bhisma, Krishna’s presentation as
Envoy of Peace and Draupadi’s reaction in the
Sabha and her dialogue with Satyabhama can
counter much of these false narratives about our
country. The epic Mahabharata has the potential
to set all this in proper perspective. It can revitalise
our cultural impact and soft power while reinstating
its position as a Vishwaguru.
The internet and social media boom have
opened the doors to renewed interest in ancient
legacies and achievements of Bharata. The
diaspora and the world are curious and hungry for
more knowledge of the past, as is evident from
the various hyperactive social platforms like
YouTube Twitter etc. The fact of touching base
with history is an unforgettable powerful
experience which we can effectively tap to our
diplomatic benefit.
We are a civilisation of thousands of years.
Thus, showcasing and popularising tangible existing
remnants of that will help in a critical matching of
perception and reality of our heritage profile. We
India Foundation Journal, March-April 2020

have to respect the intelligence of tourists and let
them experience the history we so often speak of
and take extreme pride in, thereby also diluting the
misperception due to current heritage building
landscapes. We should aim in bringing out our
strength of tolerance, freedom and social
engineering measures. Moving forward to investing
in epic diplomacy by creating the cultural
landscape of the wonder that India was, can
potentially boost India’s soft power. We need to
move forward with a paradigm shift from the so
far promoted ‘elements of national attraction’—
the intangibles like music, dance, arts, literature,
Ayurveda, Yoga, to also showcase the tangible
zenith and variety of civilisation and culture, that
today has an unparalleled survival and sustained
existence. Our initiatives should aim to achieve
influence by building networks, communicating
compelling narratives, rekindling and nourishing
international heritage bonds, by drawing on the
resources that make a country naturally attractive
to the world—all embedded in our epics.
Harnessing and nourishing the sacred
geographical and historical geo-spaces of
Mahabharata, via renovation and recreation of the
ancient landmarks, will create an intriguing Cultural
Travel Narrative of the Maha-n-Bharata. Needed
is activism to use those assets effectively, those
that are attractive, appealing and connect the
countries to the India that we speak of as ‘world
guru,’—that gave to the world ‘the science of life
- Ayurveda’, and the principles of Dharma—‘good
governance’.
To optimize the potential use of culture as a
diplomatic tool to influence other countries and
leverage Indian cultural diplomacy, our cultural
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landscape needs concentrated revival. As Dr
Debidatta Aurobindo Mahapatra wrote in his
seminal work on the evolution of India’s cultural
diplomacy, ‘the message of the East, the message
of Asia, is not to be learnt through European
spectacles, through the Western spectacles’. If
we want to give a message again to the World,
it must be a message of Bharat, that has the ‘ability
to attract and co-opt’, and ‘shape the preferences
of others through appeal and attraction’.
The Mahabharata is considered to be the
unifier of Bharat as a nation. It has amazing travel
narratives on kings and the common people. For
example, the Capital Cities Circuit of the 16
Mahajanapadas, travel narratives of Arjuna,
Yudhishtra, Pandavas, Balrama, Krishna, Arjuna’s
travel, to the tale of submerging Dwarka, and also
the travels of Rama (in a crisp Ramayana
embedded in the Vana Parva of Mahabharata),
Balarama’s pilgrimage along Sarasvati from
Dwaraka to Kurukshetra etc. are more than
inspirational stories.

It is said that ‘the currency of soft power is
culture, political values, and foreign policies’.
Soft power goes beyond the traditional foreign
policy tools and we are ready for that paradigm
shift. Our Constitution has the beautifully painted
imprints of our iconic ancestors, Ram and Krishna.
Let us now string together the pearls of geo-spatial
histo-cultural points into a necklace of a soft power
gift to ourselves, and the regions of our common
ancestors.
Winston Churchill aptly said that “A nation
that forgets its past has no future.” Once we
successfully showcase our cultural history, we will
be an unmatched beneficiary of our inherent soft
power narratives. It is time to remind ourselves
what the American author Mark Twain had once
said “India is the mother of history, the
grandmother of legend, and the great
grandmother of tradition. Our most valuable
and most artistic materials in the history of man
are treasured up in India only.”
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ECONOMY

The Indian Road to Serfdom
Kishen Shastry KS*

Abstract
The narrative behind the imposition of National Emergency in India has been studied
through a motley of political triggers; the final being the Allahabad High Court
judgment in voiding the election of Indira Gandhi, the then Prime Minister of India.
Although there is much credence in this narrative, it belies bringing to fore, a consistent
structural erosion of constitutional mechanisms that allowed for this imposition. The
article argues that the lure of socialist ideology pursued through the central planning
bodies yielded this undesirable and unintended consequence of economic deprivation
and political tyranny, culminating through the Emergency. It demonstrates this through
the reading of Hayek, especially the basic thesis in The Road to Serfdom that socialist
planners assume a level of responsibility for economic governance that could not be
safely trusted to any individual or a group of individuals.

1 Introduction

2 Withering away of the Constitution

ndia has made tremendous economic progress
in the last decade, reflecting in its Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) growths. Not only
the economy, but the momentous progress is also
reflected in other key dimensions: health, education
and living standards, and a host of other indicators.
This encompassed in the incidence of
multidimensional poverty (MPI). Some 300 million
multidimensionally poor now lead better lives1.
Most scholars would argue that this growth was
possible only post 1991 economic reforms in India,
when private sector substantially participated in
the economy. Particularly, some scholars argue that
it was Indira Gandhi, more than Nehru, that had
stymied economic and political progress in India.
Mostly because Indira Gandhi’s socialism meant
choosing the radical path of choking private sector
through regulation (Bhagwati and Desai 1970) [4]

2.1 The early signs
The Soviet Union stood as the beacon for the
socialist lure – through its promised pinnacle of
central planning. Although by the late 1940s much
of its glory was fading away, some of western
intellectual circles believed that central planning
could be combined with democratic politics to yield
a rational economic allocation of resources. The
case was no different with Indian educated elites,
many of whom were educated in the United
Kingdom, and came under the influence of the
Fabian society. This was at a time when the Fabian
Society was led by prominent socialists, including
Harold Laski, and Beatrice Webb. In fact, many
of the intellectuals at the society were the first
ones to support home rule in India (Moscovitch
2012)[10]. Hence, it was natural for the Indian
intellectuals to gravitate towards the Fabian society.

I
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The Indian independence movement was now
reimagined to be a confluence of both a national
freedom movement and a social revolution. The
two strands of major thought processes that
attracted Indian elite to socialism can be summed
as below. First, some of these Indians equated
mercantilism to capitalism; and they wanted to fight
the 200 years of barbaric economic and political
repression impelled by the British. Second, the
support for socialism arose from the ideological
leanings of people who supported home rule in
India. BK Nehru’s statement sums this up “the
burning issue for us was Indian independence; the
socialists and communists supported it; the
capitalists and Conservatives opposed it. Ergo,
socialism (or communism) was good; capitalism
bad” (Nehru 1977: 20)[11].
The most prominent leader who espoused both
of these strands of thought was the first Prime
Minister of India, Jawaharlal Nehru. Encapsulated
in the following words of his “Democracy and
capitalism grew up together in the nineteenth
century, but they were not mutually compatible.
There was a basic contradiction between them,
for democracy laid stress on the power for many,
while capitalism gave real power to the few”
(Nehru 2004a [1936]: 547)[12].
With independence, came a massive mandate
for Nehru led constituent assembly to shape India
into a republic. With little opposition (which mostly
came from Gandhi, the Communists and Marxists)
to the constituent assembly, it created a framework
of individual rights, with checks and balance, and
separation of powers with a focus on federalism.
With this powerful Constitution, the other important
institution that Nehru created was the Planning

Commission, which was created to ensure
economic justice and equality in India. As stated
earlier, these two institutions were a confluence
of two ideas - democratic politics through the
Constitution, and the socialist ideals through the
Planning Commission.
2.2 Central Planning versus Constitution
The Panning commission was chaired and
headed by the Prime Minister. Its primary
responsibility was to design the Five Year Plans
(FYP). These plans had extraordinary details of
allocation of resources across all sectors, and
industries of economy. Most of this was undertaken
by public sector, leaving little space for the private
sector. This was evident through the Industrial
Policy Resolution, 1948. Indeed, Bhagwati and
Panagariya argue that Nehru adopted a
“gradualist” policy, of eventually increasing the size
of public sector through the five year plans[5]. This
was in stark contrast to his daughter Indira Gandhi’s
radical nationalization plans, which we shall see
later in section 3.
Nonetheless, Nehru laid down a command and
control economy through a “maze of Kafkaesque
controls” (Bhagwati 1970)[4]. The Constitution
entered troubled waters because of these arbitrary
controls. As shown by Shruti Rajagopalan
(2015)[14], the following five step cycle frequently
occurred in India.
1. The Planning Commission, led by the Prime
Minister, created Five Year Plans for the
economy.
2. To attain the goals in these FYPs the central
and state legislatures passed legislation.
3. This legislation was challenged in courts and
was subject to independent judicial review.
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4. Often such legislation was struck down as
unconstitutional for violating Fundamental
Rights of individuals.
5. To give validity to void and unconstitutional
legislation, Parliament amended the
Constitution.
Shruti Rajagopalan’s analysis further shows
that fourteen instances of the first forty-four
amendments to the Constitution were a direct result
of incompatibility between Planning and the
Constitution of India.
In fact, the first amendment to the Indian
Constitution was done in 1951, which created the
infamous ninth schedule. The ninth schedule was
a clever legal innovation that circumvented judiciary,
by declaring that a set of legislation present in the
ninth schedule were not subject to judicial review.
The ninth schedule was created in order to give
legitimacy to a host of land re-distribution legislation
(central and state) that were struck down as
unconstitutional by the judiciary. Unsurprisingly, the
redistribution came from the first FYP.
The First FYP intended to address the issue
of land reform with in order to increase agricultural
production, and also to, protect peasants’ interests
in land. It was clear that aggregation of land
holdings was key to increase productivity; and to
further peasants’ interests, a process of breaking
up large feudal estates for redistribution was to be
undertaken; essentially to do away with the
zamindari system. For this, land ceilings had to be
imposed, and surplus land was to be redistributed.
Because the Indian state hardly had money in its
coffers, it could not compensate the private
zamindars, in plausibly a just way as specified
under article 31. Forcible acquisitions were stopped
India Foundation Journal, March-April 2020

by high courts, and were declared unconstitutional.
So, the first amendment was passed to dilute the
Right to Private Property laws, effectively giving
force to the first FYP.
Symbolically, the first amendment represents
all the five step cycles that had the same design;
beginning from design of FYPs, ending with
amendment of the Constitution. In fact, many
scholars argue that a substantial part of Constitution
was chipped away and diluted to make way for
socialism. The famed Nanabhoy Palkhivala
(1974)[13] described the amendment process as
the systematic defiling and defacing of the Indian
Constitution. Subramanian (2007)[15] discussed,
with empirical evidence about the degradation of
Indian bureaucracy and judiciary.
Scholars contend that Nehru did not intend to
weaken the Constitution, and as long as he was at
the control, things remained to a large extent,
democratic. But as we shall see, things were not
to remain the same way. In fact, Hayek sought to
demonstrate that the consequences of the policy
choice of socialism would lead them down a path
that they themselves would never want to go if
they made their choices in full knowledge of the
consequences of their choice. It is quite clear from
Nehru’s conviction and writing, that he would have
never trodden this path, had he known that he was
laying down a path for massive curbing of freedom
and liberties that his daughter would undertake.
Hayek in his The Road to Serfdom says “Is there
a greater tragedy imaginable, than that, in our
endeavour consciously to shape our future in
accordance with our highest ideals, we should in
fact unwittingly produce the very opposite of what
we have been striving for?” (Hayek, 1944, p. 5)[8].
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This brings us to the questions of policy choice,
and unintended consequences. And naturally leads
to the next section of Indira Gandhi’s tryst with
socialism.

3 Indira Gandhi’s tryst with Socialism
3.1 A radical approach
Indira Gandhi abandoned the “gradualist”
approach espoused by Nehru to increase the
footprint of public sector. Instead, she chose a
much more radical path of nationalization, coupled
with a strangling approach towards the
private sector participation. To speak in
C. Rajagopalachari’s2 words, this was the pinnacle
of the “license-quota-permit” raj, a moniker used
to denote a gargantuan bureaucratic red tape in
India. According to some scholars, Indira Gandhi
came to power with no real socialist convictions;
it was more a political convenience. One of the
reasons she embraced socialism was because the
ones that supported her in the Congress party were
the young socialists organized under the Congress
Forum for Socialist Action. As Bhagwati and
Panagariya argue, “she made the agenda of her
socialist allies her own” (Bhagwati and Panagariya
2014)[5]. More importantly, it was her advisor P.N
Haksar, who persuaded her to embrace socialism
(Guha, 2007)[6].
She then came with the Ten-Point Program,
which included the social control of banks,
nationalization of insurance, nationalization of
foreign trade, limits on urban incomes and property,
tightening of controls on large firms, and an end to
the privileges and privy purses of the former rulers
of princely states. But, simultaneously, there was
a major breakthrough in the Indian judiciary when
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the Supreme Court held that the Parliament’s
power to amend the Constitution was not
unquestionable in the Golak Nath v State of
Punjab. Earlier I had discussed the issue of the
ninth schedule, through which any law could
circumvent the judicial review. In this judgment
the court held that the Parliament could not amend
the Constitution to give validity to unconstitutional
law which violated fundamental right. This laid the
basis for most of the clashes between the judiciary
and Indira Gandhi’s government. And it is in this
light we shall interpret the ten-point program.
3.2 Ten Point Program and The Road to
Serfdom
At this juncture Hayek’s (and Mises’) reading
becomes crucial. Hayek’s most famous work, The
Road to Serfdom was not a deterministic book, it
was rather a book with warnings for the ones
enamoured with socialist ideology. In the following
analysis, I shall show how Indira Gandhi flouted
almost all the warnings which constitute the basic
thesis of The Road to Serfdom.
3.2.1 Golak Nath case and rule of law
Indira Gandhi did not welcome the Golak Nath
case. With majority in the Parliament, she swiftly
proceeded to introduce the twenty-fourth and the
twenty-fifth amendment of the Constitution. The
twenty-fourth amendment was a direct response
to the Golak Nath case where it stated that the
Parliament could amend any part of the
Fundamental Rights section (Part III) of the
Constitution. As a direct evidence for Indira
Gandhi’s overhanded rule, this amendment actually
meant that the parliament could amend any part
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of the Constitution, not just the Fundamental Rights.
This was a direct threat to rule of law, where
discretion of Parliament prevailed over checks and
balances established in the Constitution. The
twenty-fourth amendment set out to destroy the
primacy of fundamental rights, and to do away
with judicial review in order for the ninth schedule
to be protected; most of the ninth schedule
contained laws that were legislated to implement
the five-year plans (essentially central planned).
Hayek would have argued that under the rule of
law, not discretion, but rules must prevail, and
therefore planning is incompatible with the rule of
law (Hayek 1944: 92)[8]. Let us now take another
instance, and move to the twenty-fifth amendment.
3.2.2 Nationalization and impossibility of
rational economic calculation
In 1969, the Indira Gandhi’s government
nationalized 14 banks and brought majority of bank
branches into the control of the government. The
Supreme Court had struck down nationalization as
illegal and unconstitutional, because it did not offer
adequate compensation for the owners of the bank.
To do away with the hiccups caused by the courts,
the twenty-fifth amendment was legislated; directly
to make way for nationalization of banks. The
amendment bulldozed through the Fundamental
Rights and Directive Principles of the Constitution
and made it possible to acquire banks almost
whimsically, and without adequate compensation.
Indira Gandhi in a popular radio speech, argued,
“control over the commanding heights of the
economy is necessary, particularly in a poor
country where it is extremely difcult to mobilize
adequate resources for development”. She said
India Foundation Journal, March-April 2020

that the nationalized banks would serve the common
good and to give credit not only to the rich and big
businesses, but also to “millions of farmers, artisans
and other self-employed persons” (Gandhi
1969)[7]. It was quite clear from Indira Gandhi’s
speech that her government wanted to plan and
exercise complete control over the economy, which
was justified through the garb of rational economic
allocation of resources.
Mises (1922)[9] and Hayek both deftly
showed the now famous impossibility of rational
economic alloca- tion. The reasoning is
summarised as following. Socialism (as shown in
the Indian case as well) means social ownership
of means of production and doing away with private
property. Mises argued that without private
ownership of means of production, there would be
no exchange, and without market prices emerging
from exchange, the social planners cannot rationally
allocate these goods. Hayek takes off where Mises
left, and he builds on this work of this impossibility
and says that due to the impossibility of rational
economic calculation, social planners will require
unlimited discretion to execute the plan (Hayek
1944: 144; Boettke 1995: 12)[8][2]. By the late
1960s, it was clear that Indira Gandhi was headed
in this direction, where she did not hesitate and
even justified assuming unconstitutional powers for
sake of meeting socialist goals.
3.2.3 Kehsavanda Bharati case: the restoration
of Indian democracy
Perhaps the most famous case in India judiciary
is the Keshavananda Bharati v State of Kerela.
The land of a mutt was arbitrarily taken over by
the Government of Kerela under the garb of land
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reforms. Leading jurist, Nanbhoy Palkhivala
convinced the seer to fight this arbitrary use of
power in the Supreme Court. The court responded
by constituting the largest ever bench of 13 judges.
A 7-6 majority judgment struck down the arbitrary
powers of the Parliament to legislate laws beyong
judicial purview. They outlined the basic structure
doctrine of the Constitution. Where the court held
that amending power of the Parliament cannot be
exercised in a manner that destroys fundamental
features of the constitution.
The routine abuse of the ninth schedule was
now subject to the basic structure doctrine. Even
till date, this judgment has been responsible for
protection of Indian democracy (as we will see
later). It unfortunately, did not consider private
property to be a part of basic structure. So, Indira
Gandhi’s march towards nationalization continued
well into early 1970s.
Indira Gandhi’s government proceeded to
nationalize coal mining in 1971, and copper mining
in 1972. And as the agenda of ten-point program,
general insurance was nationalized in 1972. And
by 1974, all of the textile mills were nationalized.
Almost all of this was either under judicial review
or was struck down as unconstitutional by Indian
courts. To which Indira Gandhi famously said “We
should be vigilant to see that our march to progress
is not hampered in the name of the Constitution”.
Large scale nationalization massively abetted
monopolization of Indian economy, due to the
Monopolies and Restrictive Trade Practices Act
(MRTP), 1969. Bhagwati and Panagariya argue
that in addition to the usual licensing procedures,
rms were required to take additional approval from
the Central government for all new undertakings,

expansion, mergers, amalgamations, and takeovers.
Unsurprisingly this was the death knell for Indian
economy.
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3.3 The downslide in Indian Economy
Bhagwati and Panagariya show that the
complete switch to socialism was disastrous for
India. The economy took a nosedive with per-capita
incomes rising just 0.3 percent annually between
1965 and 1975, and private final consumption,
which is one of the key drivers of the Indian
economy slowed down even more. By the mid1970s, evidence was visible that the rapidly
expanding government controls had closed nearly
all avenues to growth.
Moreover, some laws like the MTRP combined
with the newly legislated Foreign Exchange
Regulation Act, 1973 (FERA) introduced a whole
new layer of regulations, on an already overregulated economy. This not only crippled the
private sector but also created a huge black market
for foreign goods; corruption ran amok in
government offices (Rajagopalan 2015)[14]
Again, Hayek has valuable wisdom to offer
here. He says when a social planner is faced with
failure, the planner has a tendency to increase
government action, as opposed to withdrawal.
Once the interest groups are unleashed by the
relaxing of liberal constraints, the tendency and
direction are toward responding to the failure with
more government direct action not less. Which
turned out to be the most precise argument in case
of Indira Gandhi. This leads to my next section on
the episode touted as the darkest period in Indian
democracy - The Emergency.

4 The imposition of emergency in India
During the 1971 general elections, Indira
Gandhi contested and won from Rae Bareli
constituency. Raj Narain who had lost the election
against Indira Gandhi, had gone to the court alleging
malpractice by her during the elections. The High
Court of Allahabad found Indira Gandhi guilty of
accused charges, and declared her elections null
and void. And on 25 June 1975, Indira Gandhi
imposed emergency in India; it is popularly believed
that imposition of Emergency was a reaction to
her election being cancelled. However, as I have
shown above, the pursuit of central planning and
socialist ideologies had already eroded checks and
balances in the Constitution, and indeed this also
paved way for imposition of emergency. For Indira
Gandhi, it seemed to herself and her advisers that
all deterrents must be stopped to meet the goals,
even if it was unconstitutional.
The emergency meant that the elections
stood cancelled, almost all civil liberties were
suspended. Even Right to Life was withdrawn
during this period. The draconian Maintenance of
Internal Security Act (MISA) was arbitrarily used
to arrest more than a 100,000 people, including top
leaders in the opposition political parties, journalists,
scholars and activists. All of them were detained
without a trail for over a year. The command and
control nature of state policy assumed new
proportions.
As Shruti Rajagopalan argues, the state
controlled all aspects of everyday activity from
the timings of trains to demographics. Indira
Gandhi’s government came up with a twenty-point
economic programme to increase agricultural and
industrial production, improve public services and
India Foundation Journal, March-April 2020

fight poverty and illiteracy. In addition to the official
twenty points, Indira Gandhi’s son Sanjay Gandhi
declared his own five-point programme promoting
literacy, family planning, tree planting, the
eradication of casteism, and the abolition of dowry.
During the Emergency, the two projects merged
into a twenty-five point programme. The Planning
Commission arbitrarily declared that population
control was of the highest priority. The failure of
the government to provide food security was instead
blamed on over-population.
Extraordinarily detailed plans went into setting
targets for the number of health centres, doctors,
nurses and contraception. This was to be
implemented through the five year plans. It also
announced positive incentives, such as small cash
payments on undergoing sterilization procedures
like male vasectomy, and encouraged the use of
technology in free state hospitals to aid gender
selection, as a means of population control.
Traditionally and culturally the male child is
preferred in India and some families choose to abort
female fetuses. Introduction of this during
Emergency has now led to the widespread problem
of female foeticide problem in India (Rajagopalan
2015)[14].
Meanwhile, the government set out to negate
yet another judgment of the Supreme Court.
This time it passed the Thirty-Ninth Amendment
to the Constitution. The Amendment sought to
withdraw the election of the Prime Minister from
the scope of the judicial review process, and to
declare the decision of Allahabad High Court,
as void.
Using the basic structure, the Supreme Court
declared the parts of the Thirty-Ninth
{45}

Amendment unconstitu- tional as it violated
essential features of the Constitution. As I had
stated above, the basic structure doctrine helped
save democracy in India. The amendment
destroyed the checks and balances amongst
democratic institutions of India, and violated the
right to equality of status and opportunity by creating
a privileged position for the Prime Minister. And
the Supreme Court rightly struck it down.

democracy would give way to planning, or planning
would be curtailed to permit democratic decisions.
A spate of these amendments initiated by Indira
Gandhi stand testimony for Hayek’s claim. As a
case in point, it was the forty-second amendment,
that declared India a “Socialist” state in the
Preamble to the Constitution.

5 Conclusion

Perhaps the most destructive amendment to
the Indian constitution was the forty-second
amendment which was passed in 1976, during the
emergency. It reveals a clear tendency of political
tyranny as defined in a Hayekian sense. It went to
read “The democratic institutions provided in the
Constitution have been subjected to considerable
stresses and strains and that vested interest have
been trying to promote their selfish ends to the great
detriment of public good. It is, therefore, proposed
to amend the Constitution to make the directive
principles more comprehensive and give
them precedence over those fundamental
rights which have been allowed to be relied upon
to frustrate socio-economic reforms for
implementing the directive principles.”
The Amendment pegged the Parliament, both
above the Constitution and the judiciary. The
Fundamental Rights were now subject to Directive
Principles, or socialist welfare agenda of the State.
Clearly, one of the great contributions of The Road
to Serfdom was the demonstration that democratic
politics would have to be suppressed in order for
the socialist economic plan to be fulfilled. Either

Hayek wrote The Road to Serfdom at a
crucial stage in the 20th century, at the fag end of
the second world war. Although the ideas of
western civilization had just won the war, the
Communist and Socialist system had grown in
legitimacy in the process. The lure of combining
socialist policies with democratic principles gained
traction amongst educated Indian elites, who went
on to lead the country; Jawaharlal Nehru was the
most prominent of the lot. Nehru came back to
India and created incompatible institutions of the
Planning Commission and the Constitution.
Hayek’s argument was that fascination with the
socialist ideal will prove to be our undoing unless
we recognize the warning signs. Yet, even in
face of stiff opposition Indira Gandhi exploited
some of the most vulnerable issues in the fault
lines of Indian Political Economy – central planning
and the lure of socialist ideology. This led to
Hayekian undesirable and unintended consequences
in both economic and political realms.
The basic thesis of The Road to Serfdom
that socialist planning requires economic
planners to assume a level of responsibility for
economic life in a country which is both
cumbersome to the point of impossible, and
powerful beyond any reasonable limit that could
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4.1 Forty-Second Amendment: pinnacle of
political tyranny

be safely trusted to any one individual or group of
individuals was clearly ignored by Indira Gandhi.
Jawaharlal Nehru laid down a prototype by diluting
the powers of the Constitution in ensuring checks

and balances among the legislature, the executive
and the judiciary. However, Indira Gandhi exploited
this to the fullest extent, and thus Emergency was
a natural outcome of this draconian process.
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Autonomous Aerial Weapons & Platforms
Air Marshal Anil Chopra, PVSM, AVSM, VM, VSM*

A

drone strike on 03 January 2020, near
the Baghdad international airport killed
Iranian Major General Qasem Soleimani
of the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps. He was
also the commander of the dreaded Quds Force
that has been deemed as a terrorist organisation
by the USA and Saudi Arabia, among others. Nine
others were killed in the strike, including the deputy
chairman of Iraq’s Popular Mobilisation Forces
(PMF)1. It was reportedly a continuation of U.S.
response to alleged Iranian campaign to harass
U.S. forces in the region.
Earlier, on 14 September 2019, drones were
used to attack the state-owned Saudi Aramco oil
processing facilities at Abqaiq and Khurais in Saudi
Arabia.2 The attack was claimed by the Houthi
movement in Yemen, which said that they used
ten drones and that they launched the attack from
Yemen. In actual fact however, many more drones
and cruise missiles were used for the attack, with
Americans and Saudis claiming that the attack was
orchestrated by Iran. Iran promptly denied any
involvement. The attack caused large fires at the
processing facility and both facilities had to be shut
down for repairs, which cut Saudi oil production
by half. The attacks were very precise. No deaths
or injuries were reported. As per surveillance
camera recordings, guards at the facilities tried to
bring down the drones or unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAV) with machine gunfire. Notwithstanding the
geopolitical actions and narrative that followed, the

growing importance of drones to prosecute aerial
operations was further strengthened. Also in focus
once again was the need for effective air defence
against drone attacks.
In the recent past, the USA has increased its
use of drone strikes against targets as part of the
‘War on Terror’. The American and earlier Israeli
UAV successes in wars in West Asia resulted in
China, Iran, Italy, India, Pakistan, Russia and
Turkey acquiring or aspiring for similar capability.
An unmanned combat aerial vehicle (UCAV), is a
UAV that also carries ordnance such as missiles
and bombs. Most drones are usually under realtime human control, with varying levels of
autonomy. The UCAV’s attack targets using
‘stand-off’ weaponry. The advent of Artificial
Intelligence (AI) resulted in greater flight control
and decision making autonomy, and UAV
operations becoming free of human involvement/
interference.

Autonomous Drone Concept
The ‘autonomous drones’ act on their own
based on the choice of options and a large number
of alternative responses programmed, or evolved
by them, for the different challenges they may
meet during their mission. At another level,
autonomy could mean AI-based systems that learn
and even self-develop possible courses of action.
One of the challenges for the development and
approval of aircraft with such technologies is the

*Air Marshal Anil Chopra is a Fighter Pilot and a Test Pilot who commanded a Mirage 2000 squadron and
was head of India's Flight Test Centre ASTE. He has been Member of the Armed Force Tribunal.
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difficulty in developing satisfactory validation
systems, which would ensure that the technology
is safe and would act like humans.

Evolution of Unmanned Aerial Systems
In 1959, the U.S. Air Force concerned about
losing pilots over hostile territory in Vietnam began
planning for the use of unmanned aircraft. A highly
classified UAV program started under the code
name of ‘Red Wagon’. By August 1964, American
UAVs were in combat missions in Vietnam.3 The
first tactical UAVs installed with reconnaissance
cameras were first tested by the Israeli intelligence
in 1967.4 The modern combat drone was the
brainchild of John Stuart Foster Jr an American
nuclear physicist and aero modelling hobbyist, who
is 1971, felt that these models could be used to
carry weapons. He drew up initial plans, and by
1973, the Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA)5 built two prototypes. In the
1973 Yom Kippur war, Israel used unarmed U.S.
Ryan Firebee target-drones to spur Egypt into firing
its entire arsenal of anti-aircraft missiles.6 Later
Israel became a lead manufacturer of UAVs for
real-time surveillance, electronic warfare (EW),
and decoys. In the 1982 Lebanon war, extensive
UAV based EW resulted in no Israeli pilot being
downed.
The first real ‘UAV war’ was operation
‘Desert Storm’, the Gulf war of May 1991, when
at least one UAV was airborne at all times. The
first targeted human ‘kill’ by an American UAV
was on October 7, 2001, in Kandahar.7 UCAVs
have been used extensively in Iraq, Syria and
Afghanistan in the last two decades.
India Foundation Journal, March-April 2020

UAV Classification
Generally, UAVs are classified by size, range
and endurance. India’s DGCA has categorised
UAVs based on weight.8 Below 250 gram are
‘Nano,’ between 250 gm and 2.0 kg are ‘Micro,’ 2
to 25 kg are small, 25 to 150kg is ‘medium’, and
above 150 kg is large. Internationally, hand-held
UAVs operate up to 2,000 ft altitude, about 2 km
range; tactical UAVs 18,000 ft altitude, about 160
km range; MALE (medium-altitude, longendurance) up to 30,000 ft and range over 200
km; and HALE (high altitude, long-range) over
30,000 ft and indefinite range.

Emerging Autonomous
Aerial Systems and Concepts
Autonomous drones are systems programmed
with algorithms for countless human-defined
courses of action to meet emerging challenges.
On-board sensors now allow UCAVs to sense their
surroundings and react after harnessing data in
real-time to make informed, intelligent decisions
based on preset criteria set by the human operator.
‘Swarms of drones’ (drones which follow and take
tasks from other drones) are entirely dependent
on autonomous processing. Autonomous drones
that operate with manned aircraft, as unmanned
‘Loyal Wingman’ aircraft have all been tested. The
unmanned TRITON aircraft9 is part of the Broad
Area Maritime Surveillance (BAMS) system and
supplements Poseidon P-8 maritime patrol aircraft.
UCAVs are now being launched from manned
aircraft, to work independently or in the extension
of the ‘mother aircraft’. The U.S. planning
document ‘USAF RPA Vector - Vision and
Enabling Concepts 2013-2018’ published in 2014,10
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indicates that autonomous flying drones bring new
opportunities for military forces. Manned aircraft
could be at the centre of local combat with drones
serving many supportive roles such as jamming,
weapons-delivery, or as multi-sensor platforms.

Autonomous weapons have been described
as the third revolution in warfare, after gunpowder
and nuclear arms. Autonomy mitigates operational

challenges such as rapid decision making, the high
volume of data, intermittent communications, high
complexity of coordinated action, and high
persistence and endurance. Autonomy has the
potential to deliver substantial operational value
across diverse vital missions. The autonomy must
be adopted while ensuring sufficient security
against adversarial exploitation of the inherent
vulnerabilities that exist within the interconnected
cyberspace.
Autonomous missions are important in highly
contested areas, potentially hazardous
environments, and nuclear fallout. Anti-access and
area denial (A2/AD) is a primary mission that
could be enhanced by autonomous systems. UAVs
are already taking over many missions like aerial
refuelling, airborne early warning, intelligence,
surveillance, reconnaissance, anti-ship warfare, and
command support. UAVs could operate
autonomously to facilitate offensive strikes,
electronic warfare, and communications jamming.
The defensive roles could be of decoys, or to act
as sensors and emitters, target emulators, to
confuse, deceive, and attrite adversary attacks.
Small swarms could be deployed as perimeter and
for close-in defence. The potential exploitations
include the ability to swarm with large numbers of
low-cost vehicles to overwhelm sensors and
exhaust the enemy defensive response. UAVs will
continue to have a great role in combat logistics
and C4ISR.
Lethal autonomous weapons (LAWs) is a
term often used for autonomous weapons or
military robots that can independently search and
engage targets. Many ground-based missile
defence systems such as Iron Dome have
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AI Key to UAV Autonomy China Pulling Ahead
Advances in artificial intelligence and
autonomy are going to lead to a new era of humanmachine collaboration and combat teaming. AI will
allow seamless integration between man and
machine with a gradual reduction in the degree of
human control. An AI arms race has been on for a
few years. Rapid advances in AI will define the
next generation of warfare, especially unmanned
systems. The global private investment in AI was
around $70 billion in 2019.11 AI is a key growth
investment area for U.S. DoD. Russia has been
working on AI-guided missiles that can decide to
switch targets mid-flight. Chinese Diaspora, and
the open nature of the American research
community, has made the West’s advanced AI
technology available to China. AI startups in China
received nearly half of the total global investment
in AI startups in 2017.12 The Chinese filed for
nearly five times as many AI patents as did
Americans. It is predicted China will be the leading
country in AI by 2025. Beijing’s roadmap aims to
create a $150 billion AI industry by 2030.13

Autonomous Systems &
Combat Missions

autonomous targeting capabilities. The main reason
for not having a human-in-the-loop in these systems
is the need for rapid response. The possibility of
LAWs has generated significant debate, especially
about the risk of killer-robots roaming the earth in the future.

Major Autonomous UCAV Systems
While the USA and Israel remain world
leaders in developing high technology UCAVs and
autonomous platforms, China has become the
‘Walmart’ of small hand-held UAVs used by
hobbyists. Meanwhile, China has made significant
R&D investments in military autonomous
platforms. Chinese UCAV WZ-2000 is the combat
version of the Xianglong high altitude long
endurance UAV. They are also developing a stealth
strike UCAV called the ‘Warrior Eagle’ with
forwarding swept wings, similar niche to U.S. X45. BAE Taranis 14 was a British technology
demonstrator UCAV program. It was part of the
UK’s Strategic Unmanned Air Vehicle
Experimental program (SUAVE) with fully
integrated autonomous systems and low observable
features. It had a maximum take-off weight of
about 8000 kilograms and two internal weapon
bays, making it one of the world’s larger UAVs.
The first flight took place in August 2013. With the
inclusion of ‘full autonomy’, the intention was for
the platform to ‘think for itself’ for a large part of
the mission. Taranis has now been merged into
the proposed Anglo-French Future Combat Air
System,15 where Taranis will be combined with
the French Dassault nEUROn in a joint European
UCAV. A test flight of a demonstrator is expected
around 2025 and entry into service around 2040.
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It was designated New Generation Fighter. Spain
joined the program in June 2019.
UCAS-D and Northrop Grumman X-47B are
the U.S. Navy (USN) successors16 to the USAF
and USN joint J-UCAS, which was cancelled in
2006. Boeing is also working on the X-45N a
concept demonstrator for the next generation of
completely autonomous military aircraft. The
UCAS-D program is to demonstrate the feasibility
of operating an unmanned vehicle on an aircraft
carrier. Technology and operational procedures
gained from the program and X-47B demonstrator
will be used to develop an operational unmanned
carrier aircraft as part of the Unmanned CarrierLaunched Surveillance and Strike (UCLASS)
program.17 Northrop Grumman intends to develop
the X-47B into an operational aircraft, the MQ-25
Stingray, which will enter service in the 2020s. The
USAF has shifted its UCAV program from
medium-range tactical strike aircraft to long-range
strategic bombers. The technology of the Long
Range Strike program is based on the Lockheed
Martin Polecat demonstrator.
The Boeing MQ-25 Stingray,18 Unmanned
Carrier Aviation Air System (UCAAS), is a UCAV
that has emerged from the UCLASS program. It
will be a Super Hornet sized, carrier-based aerial
refuelling tanker with some ISR and some
communications relay capabilities. The strike
variant will evolve later. Three of these UCAVs
could fly with an F-35 for refuelling and sensor
operations. The MQ-25 could extend the Super
Hornet’s combat radius.
The Elbit Systems Hermes 450 is an Israeli
medium size multi-payload UCAV designed for
tactical long endurance missions, with over 20 hours
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endurance. Hermes 450 is equipped with two
Hellfire missiles or other newer missiles. The
Mikoyan SKAT is one of the Russian lowobservable, subsonic tail-less, UCAV with a
maximum takeoff weight of ten tons. It is meant
to carry weapons in two ventral weapons bays
large enough for missiles such as the Kh-31.
Chinese UCAV designs are aggressively taking
shape. WZ-2000 is a long endurance version of
Global hawk class UAS. Shenyang’s ‘Dark Sword’
is the stealth forward-swept wing UCAV of Boeing
X-45 class. Developed in Pakistan, ‘Burraq’
(Chinese UCAV design) and ‘Shahpar’ surveillance
UAS were inducted late 2013.

Drone Swarming
Recent advances in chip technology and
software for robotics has allowed designing
machines that can operate in mutual coordination
and accomplish complex tasks. Aerial robots can
ascend synchronously, communicate with each
other in mid-air and create cross-references. Fixed
formation group flights and complex group
manoeuvres are possible. These swarms of drones
behave and function somewhat like swarms
occurring in nature, e.g., honeybee swarms, flying
in coordination, displaying collective intelligence
and each executing a small share of the collective
task. Very small drones, even weighing less than
three kilograms, can cause a devastating effect if
they are armed with weapons, and flown in a swarm
of large numbers. Drone swarms can be remotely
operated or fly autonomously or may accompany
ground vehicles and other aircraft. Even single
getting through could be potentially lethal. Because
of their size, these drones are difficult to see, hard
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to catch on the radar, and hard to shoot at with
conventional weapons, particularly in swarms.
During the opening ceremony of the Winter
Olympics at Pyeongchang, South Korea, a
spectacular pre-recorded display by a quad-copter
drone swarm comprising of 1218 drones left
spectators astounded.19 In January 2017, the
USAF carried out trials with 103 Perdix quadcopter
drones functioning as a swarm.20 The trial included
airdropping of these drones in the battlefield from
canisters carried by three F/A-18 fighter aircraft,
gathering the drones in a swarm and then
proceeding to engage targets in the battlefield. In
2017, China demonstrated drone swarming using
119 larger, fixed-wing, drones. 21 Russia has
reportedly been working on a concept of drone
swarming wherein the Scandinavian countries have
seen Russian drones flying in formation over their
skies. Drone swarms are now being conceptualised
as a canister launched weapons, especially the
quad-copter ones, which would make them easy
to pack and carry. These could be airdropped
through fighter or transport aircraft, or through
bigger drones, over or close to target.

Drone/Swarm Counters
UAVs and Cruise missiles fly at very low
altitudes and difficult to be detected by conventional
radar systems. Swarm of drones and cruise missiles
coming from multiple directions can confuse and
jam radar, as well as overwhelm air defences. But
drone swarms too, have some weaknesses and
limitations. They could be blunted using
countermeasures like electronic warfare
techniques, cyber-attacks, laser and microwave
weapon systems, small arms fire, camouflage and
India Foundation Journal, March-April 2020

concealment or pitching a counter-drone swarm.
In January 2018, Russia confirmed a drone swarm
attack on its military base in Syria.22 Six smallsize UAVs were intercepted and taken under
control by the Russian EW units. Three of them
were landed on the controlled area outside the base,
and another three UAVs exploded as they touched
the ground. Seven UAVs were eliminated by the
Pantsir-S anti-aircraft missile complexes operated
by the Russian air defence units on 24-hours alert.
USA is now deploying new radars like Q-53 system
that can detect and identify such small objects and
then initiate the kill chain using laser weapons.
Lockheed Martin has already supplied the US
Army with a 60-kilowatt laser mounted on a largely
modified truck23 that can destroy rockets, artillery,
cruise missiles, drones, and even ground vehicles.
These can also be integrated onto aircraft, ground
vehicles and ships. The laser weapon system can
fire over and over, essentially creating an unlimited
magazine of bullets. Laser beams are visible and
can accurately aim, target and destroy the threat
at the speed of light. They are also developing
technology to defeat swarms. Cyber solutions to
defeat drones include using multispectral sensor
systems to detect and then using cyber
electromagnetic to either disable the drone or
physically take over and divert.

Cost Advantage Small
Autonomous Drones
Big drones like the ‘Predator’ are expensive,
slow, vulnerable to being targeted, by an advanced
adversary. In contrast, small drones could be
assembled into non-standard models and used to
attack targets clandestinely. Since such models are
India Foundation Journal, March-April 2020

cheap, they could be made in the hundreds or
thousands without much of a cost burden.
Electronics like GPS, digital cameras, laser range
finders, RF data communication sets, processors,
batteries, engines, motors and even pressure
transducers and altitude sensors are low-priced
enough to be used to produce advanced capability
cheap drone models for military missions including
armed ones.

Military Advantages of
Autonomous Weapons
Military advantages include autonomous
weapons systems act as a force multiplier; fewer
war-fighters are needed; autonomous weapons
systems expand the battlefield, allowing combat
to reach into previously inaccessible areas. Also,
autonomous weapon systems can reduce
casualties by removing human war-fighters from
dangerous missions. In the long-term savings could
be achieved through fielding an army of military
robots. The Army could eventually reduce the size
of formations without a concomitant reduction in
effectiveness. Autonomous weapons systems
would be morally acceptable and ethically
preferable to human fighters.

Ethical and Legal Issues
There is debate among military planners,
robotic designers, and ethicists about the
deployment of LAWS with little or no human
oversight. Arguments are mostly on moral grounds.
Deployment of LAWS should be only after an
internationally agreed-upon framework for LAWs
has been established. Will the robots take the
decision for the proportional use of force? Decisions
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about the application of violent force must not be
delegated to machines it is argued. Another major
concern is the problem of accountability when
autonomous weapons systems are deployed. AIequipped machines make decisions on their own,
so it is difficult to determine whether a flawed
decision is due to flaws in the program or the
autonomous deliberations of the AI-equipped
machines. Thus, arguments about the irreplaceable
human conscience and moral judgment may have
to be revisited.
Autonomous drones, when they are used
during armed conflict, would be subject to the
general principles and rules of the Law of Armed
Conflict.24 In this respect, autonomous drones are
not to be distinguished from any other weapon
system. The question is for how long may an
autonomous weapons system be lawfully ‘left
alone’ to operate, for hours or days? The delegation
of life-and-death decisions to non-human agents
is being questioned by those who oppose
autonomous weapons systems.
As with any ‘means of warfare,’ autonomous
drones must only be directed at lawful targets
(military objectives and combatants) and attacks
must not be expected to cause excessive collateral
damage. Drones are more likely to be hacked if
they’re autonomous because otherwise, the human
operator would take control. Limiting the risk to
soldiers by removing them from the battlefield
altogether could make war too ‘easy’, reducing it
to a low-cost technological game that no longer
requires any public or moral commitment. The laws
are still evolving. In the meantime, the world
requires reasonable commanders to act in
good faith.

Autonomous Systems Way Ahead
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The autonomy of current systems is restricted
where the craft operates autonomously under
certain conditions, but a pilot must monitor its
progress. The next level will be the craft is
autonomous in most situations; the pilot can take
over but generally doesn’t have to. The even higher
level will be the drone is fully autonomous. To
ensure airspace safety with fully autonomous
drones and aircraft will require new rules, air/road
traffic control systems, predefined routes and
enhanced technology to sense, react and avoid
obstacles. Due to their small size, autonomous
UAVs are often sensitive to environmental
disturbances such as wind gust. Control laws based
on the super-twisting algorithm, are being evolved.
DARPA has been developing a fleet of small
naval vessels capable of launching and retrieving
combat drones without the need for large and
expensive aircraft carriers.25 Pentagon is looking
at ideas on how to build a flying aircraft carrier
that can launch and retrieve drones using existing
military aircraft such as the B-1, B-52 or C-130.
The US is developing new undersea drones that
can operate in shallow waters, where manned
submarines cannot. Russians have had robots
armed with grenade launchers and Kalashnikovs.26

UAVs - Indian Armed Forces
Indian armed forces have a fleet of nearly 150
UAVs comprising mostly of Israeli Heron and
Searcher UAVs. IAF has Israeli Aircraft Industries
(IAI) Harpy loitering munitions designed to attack
radar systems in the suppression of enemy air
defence (SEAD) role. IAF also has 110 advanced
stealth IAI ‘Harop’ drones, which are renamed as

P-4. 54 more are being acquired.27 Harop has a
loiter (flying) time of six hours and a range of 1000
km both ways. Indian armed forces operate UAVs
in insurgency prone Jammu and Kashmir and
remote regions of Ladakh, helping incursion
management and to sanitise the border. Indian
Navy is covering part of the coastline. IAF has
UAV surveillance units across the entire western
and parts of the eastern border. It also uses them
for target lasing, Battle Damage Assessment in
addition to ISR functions. In Naxal prone areas,
National Technical Research Organisation
(NTRO) operates drones for tracking possible
movements and also directing security forces to
the targets.
Indian armed forces will require over a 1,000
UAVs in the next ten years. India is looking to the
U.S. to buy more sophisticated reconnaissance and
attack UAVs. U.S. had offered 22 General
Atomics MQ-9B Sea Guardian UAVs for Indian
Navy’s ISR requirements through U.S.
government’s foreign military sales (FMS) program
at an estimated cost of USD 2 billion.28 India may
initially buy only 10 such UAVs due to funding
constraints. In January 2019, India became only
the third country and the first non-NATO member
country to have been offered the armed version
of Guardian unmanned drones. Indian armed forces
are coordinating their requirements and
specifications for the acquisition. The governmentto-government deal may go through by mid-2020.

DRDO UAV Development
The Indian DRDO’s UAV ‘Nishant’ was
meant for many reconnaissance tasks. Indian army
had acquired four, and all were lost in crashes.
India Foundation Journal, March-April 2020

DRDO’s Abhyas is a high-speed expendable aerial
target (HEAT). Technology demonstration stage
has been crossed. Indian armed forces have a
combined global tender projecting the requirement
of 225 HEAT drones. The Imperial Eagle is a lightweight mini-UAV supported by private vendors,
meant primarily for the National Security Guard
(NSG) and Central Reserve Police Forces
(CRPF). Lakshya is a remotely piloted high-speed
target drone of which 23 have been inducted into
the defence services. Netra is a light-weight,
autonomous UAV jointly developed by DRDO and
Mumbai based private firm IdeaForge. The
development stage has been completed and
Ideaforge is responsible for the production. The
company has a manufacturing capacity of ten units
per month. It has been deployed by some state
police forces already. The Black Kite, Golden
Hawk and Pushpak are unmanned Micro Air
Vehicle (MAV) technology demonstrators,
developed jointly by DRDO and National
Aerospace Laboratories (NAL) and supported by
private vendors. The prototypes are currently
under trials.
DRDO’s Rustom is a MALE UAV derived
from the NAL’s LCRA (Light Canard Research
Aircraft). There will be three variants of the
Rustom UAV. Rustom 1 is a tactical UAV; Rustom
H is a HALE UAV, and Rustom 2 will be a UCAV.
All are under development testing. DRDO carried
out a successful test flight of Rustom 2 on 25
February 2018. The system will see production by
a private development partner. Currently,
negotiations are underway with the armed forces.
IAI-HAL NRUAV (Naval Rotary Unmanned
Aerial Vehicle) is being co-developed by Malat
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Solutions, a unit of IAI of Israel and HAL for the
Indian Navy. A full-scale prototype has been
developed and unveiled and is currently awaiting
clearance for a preliminary design review.
Ghatak, also called Autonomous Unmanned
Research Aircraft (AURA), is an autonomous
stealthy UCAV, being developed for the IAF.29 It
will be capable of releasing missiles, bombs and
precision-guided munitions (PGM). The program
is a project definition stage. It will follow stealthy
flying-wing concept aircraft with internal weapons
bay and a turbofan engine. A technology
demonstrator is being developed. A prototype is
expected to be flight-tested in 2020, with a Russian
turbofan engine.

India: Get Act Right
A large number of Indian companies
showcased small UAVs at the Aero India Show
2019. They have entered joint ventures with foreign
companies for technology, but all have found
difficulty in managing India’s complex bureaucratic
red tape and procurement system. Given small

defence expenditures and the persisting
duplications of military capacities, mixed manned
and unmanned air formations might be an
opportunity for future conflicts. Intensive weapon
research is going on for AI-based autonomous
weapon systems. That is where the future is. India
is part of the most threatened regions of the world
and needs to watch weapon developments closely.
With very few players in the market, technologies
are closely guarded and no one parts with them.
India has to make a serious beginning to develop
AI-based weapon systems and platforms to stem
excessive technological gap. DRDO has to get
its act right.
The theoretical research needs to be converted
into formidable deliverable end-products if India
is to achieve its aspirations of a global player. The
government needs to hold the bull by the horns,
allot adequate funds and position dynamic resultoriented professional managers for ‘Mission AI’.
The future is unmanned. For India, the time to
invest in indigenous research and development
is now.
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DEFENCE AND SECURITY

The many integral components of National Defence:
Why a Country's Socio-Economic Structure is as
Important as its Military Forces

Jay Bhattacharjee*

F

or many decades, students of military affairs
have widened their perspective to include
new variables in their assessments of the
security framework of their own countries and
others. Renowned military figures have often
donned different disciplinary and academic hats
as they have seamlessly bridged the divide
between purely military studies and other relevant
subjects. It is not the intention of this writer in this
essay to go back in time and study the great scholars
and generals who had done pioneering work in
this field. In our country, we have only to remember
Chanakya (Kautilya) and his epic works,
Arthashastra and Chanakya. It is sufficient to
say that our ancient civilisation saw seminal studies
in the areas of statecraft and military strategy.
The Arthashastra discusses monetary and
economic policies, as well as national welfare,
international relations and military strategies. The
book spells out the duties of a ruler and has been
recognised as one of the pioneering studies on this
intricate subject. As is usual with ancient history,
there are alternative narratives. Some scholars
suggest that Arthashastra is actually a compilation
of a number of earlier texts written by various
authors, and Chanakya might have been only one
of these authors. Be that as it may, this study is
certainly a key work that has survived the test of
time. Though not at the same level of erudition

and insight, Chanakya Niti is a collection of
aphorisms, said to be selected by Chanakya from
the various shastras. This study, too, provides a lot
of information on how the great scholar viewed
the entire socio-political canvas.
The Greeks too, had scholars, emperors and
generals who studied these two closely-linked fields
of society and defence. War was an overriding
phenomenon in Greek civilisation, determining to
a great extent the political, social, and economic
institutions, in a permanent interaction with society
and politics. According to Heraclitus, “war is the
father of all and king of all”. However, this extreme
perspective was sought to be countered by the
awareness of its disastrous impact on citizens and
the country as a whole. The Greeks frequently
oscillated between the view that war is inevitable
and that it had horrible results. The Greeks, thus,
had an ambivalent approach to war, much as
Chanakya and his followers did in India.
We now have to fast-forward to the enormous
volume of theoretical and academic work that has
been done on social and political conflict within
countries from the mid-19th century onwards,
because these are the concepts that are now
relevant. The fundamental issue is the following:
what is the basis of political conflict in a given
society? The debate carries on to the two related
subjects that can broadly be summarised as follows:
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in a given society or country, which groups are the
primary contenders for political benefits?
Secondly, what are the main opposing political
ideologies in that country / society?
Stratification in a given society is not just driven
by class in the Marxian sense but also by status,
as enunciated by the other great sociologist, Max
Weber. I do not propose to get into the intricate
debate about which theory is more appropriate.
The general consensus is that both the Weberian
approach and the Marxian one is relevant and
complement each other. Thus, there are actually
three dimensions in social stratification, namely
class, status and power.
For the lay reader, I must point out briefly the
nuances in this theory. Often, class and status
coincide, but not always. Easy examples to cite
are impoverished aristocrats and rejected parvenus
/ social climbers. In many instances, status is a
lagged outcome of class – affluence and riches
come first and status later. Readers in India will readily
recognise this phenomenon. The “power” dimension
in sociology kicks in when we look at prosperous
industrialised countries where this is an important
variable in the generation of social conflict.
We now have to proceed to the key issue that
is sought to be addressed in this essay. The basic
question is the following: what makes some states
more militarily powerful than others? In most of
the studies on international relations and defence
analyses, the general thrust is that military power
is a direct product of material resources. The latter
is usually quantified in terms of a country’s defence
budget, military forces, or gross domestic
product (GDP).
Increasingly, a lot of the research being done

currently focuses on a number of non-material
factors that significantly affect the ability of
countries to render their resources into fighting
power. In particular, recent studies suggest that
democratic political institutions, high levels of
human capital, and amicable civil-military relations
significantly enhance the quality and level of military
power.1 If this line of thinking is correct, we will
have to concede that military strength is not solely
or even primarily determined by material
resources. Ipso facto, the numerous theoretical and
empirical studies that were based on this
assumption are flawed.
In fact, neither of these two lines of thinking is
totally correct. Purely materialist conceptions of
military power are unsound because they ignore
military effectiveness. There is clear evidence that
some countries are consistently better in converting
physical assets and technological prowess into
effective military power. Others display endemic
weaknesses, while the rest have variations in their
war-fighting capabilities over time. In short, a
country’s level of military effectiveness depends
not only upon the quantum of its physical resources,
but also on how well it employs these resources
for military purposes. The materialist view only
takes the former into account and is therefore
critically flawed when it comes to measuring
military capability.
Yet, the alternative view – that military
capability is, to a significant extent, a product of
political and social factors – also suffers from a
major shortcoming. In particular, every study in
this body of scholarship overlooks the most crucial
ingredient of military power: economic
development. This omission is especially troubling
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because Western democracies with high levels of
human capital and low levels of civil-military
frictions also rank among the most economically
developed states in the world. It is entirely plausible,
therefore, that the correlations found between
these political and social factors and military
effectiveness are spurious.
In hundreds of battles and wars between 1898
and 1987, countries with higher levels of economic
development consistently outfought less developed
opponents. This is not surprising. What is surprising
is that many of the political and social factors that
were claimed to affect military capability either
seem to be irrelevant or have the opposite effect
of that found in previous studies. When economic
development is taken into account, culture and
human capital become insignificant and democracy
actually degrades war-fighting capability. In short,
the conventional military dominance of Western
democracies stems primarily from superior levels
of economic development, not societal pathologies
or political institutions.
This finding qualifies both the major views of
military power.2 For the traditional materialist view,
this article suggests that a country’s degree of
development – not just the size of its economy,
defence budget, or military – is an important
ingredient for military success. In other words,
military power is a function of both quantity and
quality; states of comparable size may still differ
in their level of military power because
economically developed states field more effective
forces. For the alternative view, these findings
suggest that military power is rooted in a state’s
economy rather than its political institutions, culture,
or education system. While economic development
India Foundation Journal, March-April 2020

may not be the only determinant of military
effectiveness, it seems to be the primary
determinant. Therefore, a conception of military
power that takes into account both the quantity of
a state’s resources and the state of its economic
development provides a sound basis for defence
planning and strategy for international relations.
Understanding what makes some countries
more militarily powerful than others is also
important for prudent policy-making. Let us take
the example of the security implications of China’s
rapid economic development. If economic
development is the key ingredient for an effective
military, then the growth of China’s economy is
synonymous with the expansion of its military
potential. But if China’s authoritarian political
institutions systematically undermine its ability to
turn resources into military power, then the security
threat posed by its economic rise may be less
menacing than what many observers worry about.
Since vital decisions regarding grand strategy,
alliance commitments, threat assessment, military
doctrine, budget allocation, and the use of force are
based on such determinations, the study of military
power deserves the most incisive and rigorous
research that modern scholarship can provide.
The existing literature offers two main answers
to the central question of this article: why are some
states more militarily powerful than others? The
first and most prevalent hypothesis is that military
power is a direct function of material resources.
Many of the conventional texts, for example,
consider the relative quantity of material resources
– troops, defence expenditures, GDP, population,
industrial base – to be the main determinants of
state behaviour.3
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Other studies, however, have shown quite
convincingly that these material indicators fail to
predict or explain actual combat outcomes. In
numerous wars and individual battles, sides with
fewer resources have outfought and defeated
materially superior opponents. Prior to the 1991
Gulf War, military analysts employed the best
available net assessment methods to predict
casualty ratios, but the best overestimated
American loss was by a factor of three; the next
best was off by a factor of six; and the majority
were also way off the mark. These types of
failures motivate an alternative conception of
military power that takes into account not only the
quantity of a nation’s material resources, but also
how effectively it uses these resources in battle.
Stephen Biddle, for example, argues that
militaries that employ what he calls the ‘modern
system’– a tightly interrelated complex of cover,
concealment, dispersion, suppression, small-unit
independent manoeuvre, and combined arms at the
tactical level, and depth, reserves, and differential
concentration at the operational level – are more
likely to carry out successful operations, even
against materially preponderant enemies. Similarly,
Colonel Trevor N. Dupuy stressed the role of less
tangible factors, such as morale, leadership, and
training, in his influential models and writings on
military power. And political science studies find that
strategy, doctrine, and tactical force employment have
decisive effects on combat outcomes.
The key point made by all of these studies is
that the manner in which military force is employed
mediates the relationship between material strength
and military power. Simplistic ‘bean counts’ of
weapons and troops are poor measures of modern

military capability. More fundamental to such
assessments are the quality of equipment, the skill
of the soldiers, and the degree and efficiency of
organisations. A country’s military power,
therefore, is a function of two things: its quantum
of material resources and how effectively it can
translate these resources into force, a process that
is referred to as ‘military effectiveness’. Military
effectiveness, therefore, is the crucial link between
materiel and military power, between what a
country’s resources suggest it could do and what
it can actually do in a real war.
Recent studies, however, suggest that a host
of political and social factors may systematically
degrade or enhance a state’s military effectiveness,
thereby causing some wealthy states to squander
their resources, while allowing some poor states
to realise disproportionate and inordinate amounts
of force. Material factors may represent a state’s
potential level of military power, but non-material
factors significantly affect its actual level of military
power. It follows from this view that the largest or
wealthiest states, or even the states with the highest
defence budgets, do not necessarily possess the
most military might.
To date, this research has focused on four
variables – regime-type, culture, civil-military
relations, and human capital – though other factors
such as ethnic divisions and international
relationships have also received attention.
Concerning regime-type, Dan Reiter and Allan C.
Stam find that democracies win more battles than
non-democracies and explain these results by
producing statistical evidence that link democratic
political institutions to superior leadership and
initiative on the battlefield.
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It has been observed that cultures shape
military performance, either because armies reflect
the norms and structures of their societies, or
because efforts taken to divorce militaries from
their societies have consequences for the amount
of usable military power available to the state. For
example, Ruth Benedict linked the ferocious,
suicidal defences of Japan during World War II to
Japanese concepts of honour and shame. More
recently, Kenneth Pollack argued that Arab
cultural pathologies explain Arab militaries’ poor
tactical initiative, weak combined arms practices,
intelligence failures, inability to perform tactical
manoeuvres and systematic displays of individual
bravery.4 This finding is partially supported by
Stephen Biddle and Stephen Long’s quantitative
analysis, in which the authors find that states with
Muslim and Buddhist cultures perform poorly in
battles against Western adversaries.
Several studies suggest that the nature of a
state’s civil-military relations has decisive impact
on the amount of military power it can produce.5
In countries in which civil-military relations are
rancorous and combative, civilian leaders may
adopt self-defensive measures that purposefully
undermine the military’s unity and proficiency. Such
interventions include purges of the officer corps
and promotion of officers on the basis of loyalty
rather than merit, suppression of communications,
isolation from foreign sources of expertise or
training, and encouragement of divisions within and
among different services. These policies may help
insulate the regime from military coups, but they
systematically reduce the will and capacity of
soldiers to pursue apolitical military proficiency.
The final non-material determinant of military
India Foundation Journal, March-April 2020

effectiveness to receive scholarly attention is
human capital. Stephen Biddle and Stephen Long
suggest that better-educated soldiers may be more
receptive to training, more adept at operating and
maintaining sophisticated machinery, and more
capable of executing tactical manoeuvres on the
battlefield. In support of this hypothesis, the author
finds that developed states with high levels of
primary and secondary education perform better
than the less educated enemies on the battlefield.
Taken together, these studies suggest that
socially-stable democratic countries with low levels
of civil-military friction, and high levels of human
capital, should be soldier-for-soldier, rupee-forrupee more militarily powerful than states that lack
these characteristics. The potential implications of
these findings are immense, not only for the study
of military power, but for the entire field of
international relations: if political and social factors
decisively shape the creation of military power, then
the large number of academic theories and policy
assessments based on materialist conceptions of
military power may be seriously flawed.
In the Indian scenario, this writer has, in a
recent essay, identified and assessed the present
socio-political and economic fabric of our country.
In my considered view, the following are the
principal interest and pressure groups that are
currently operating in our country:
 Crony capitalists ranging from the top
business groups to the local kirana shop, all
of whom thrived on tax evasion and looting
the financial institutions.
 The managers of rural — often caste-based
— vote banks, who do not want their roles
as intermediaries to be diminished.
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Religious pressure groups, often financed
from abroad and whose allegiances are to
institutions based outside India.
 The bureaucracy at all levels.
 The judiciary, from the top to the bottom.
 Small/regional political parties that have
acted as power brokers in some parts of
the country and have built up critical mass
and a war-chest of funds.
 “Intellectuals” and academicians who had
long supped from the deep pool of resources
supplied by the previous regime.
Readers must be reminded once again that
this list is not organised in any order of priority
and/or importance. Moreover, the above groups
invariably work in tandem with each other. If we
look at this scenario, clearly India does not


presently have a socio-economic fabric that jells
very well with the requirements of an effective
military machine that the various studies, discussed
earlier, predicate. However, the saving grace is
our military, comprising people who have developed
their own ethos and capabilities, despite the odds
stacked against them.
Our armed forces seem to have overcome the
debilitating governance system that we possess.
They have somehow delivered a level of
performance that would defy the laws of
probability. For this, the nation’s ordinary citizens
should heave a sigh of relief and thank the cosmic
forces for their benediction. However, it does not
absolve them of their responsibility to strive for a
distinctly better support system for their warriors
and defendants.
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W

hile explaining the roots of Edmund
Burke’s ideas on conservatism,
political theorist Russell Kirk had
argued that Burke’s defence of liberties stemmed
not from the trending morals of the Age of Reason,
but these liberties were considered by him to be
‘ancient prerogatives, guaranteed by immemorial
usage.’ Kirk posited, ‘Burke was liberal because
he was conservative.’
Leading Indian conservative thinker Jaithirth
Rao, in his latest book The Indian Conservative:
A History of Right-Wing Thought, has hinted the
same about Indian conservatism. According to him,
Indian conservatism characterised by the
supremacy of individual liberty, gradual consensual
social reforms, organic social institutions, and a
refraining state has been long proffered by seminal
texts of India’s ancient past, and countless leaders
from the pre and post-independence days whose
ideas have significantly informed India’s history.
The book has undoubtedly come at an
opportune moment. While the Indian society had
always been dubbed as a highly conservative one,
the idea of the nation being ruled by a party clearly

affiliating to conservative ideals has, without a
doubt, ushered a new age in the national discourse.
One must remember how critics, in India and
abroad, have never failed to smugly call out the
lack of prominent intellectuals on this side of the
balance. However, the past few years give hope
in this regard through a wave of resurgence in
think tanks, media platforms, academicians and
social commentators who have contributed to the
promotion of conservative principles in our times.
Today, large swathes of the Indian youth feeling
disenchanted with the shrill sloganeering, and
doomsday predicting left intellectuals of the country
find a natural inclination towards conservatism. Rao
has given these ideas an indigenous form and a
grammar.
While drawing from the ideas of the AngloIrish statesman/philosopher Edmund Burke, British
politician Benjamin Disraeli, Scottish economist
Adam Smith, to the recently deceased 21st century
champion of conservative values, Roger Scruton,
Rao follows the string of Conservative thought back
to the ancient Indian texts of Mahabharata
(special emphasis on Shanti Parva) and

*B Shruti Rao is the Assistant Editor of the India Foundation Journal and a Research Fellow at India Foundation.
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Thiruvalluvar’s Tirukkural. The state’s duty, as
suggested by these texts, is simply to create a
favourable atmosphere for the free individual to
pursue the goals of artha (economic and political
activity), dharma (virtue and ethical conduct), and
kama (passion and aesthetic pursuits) which have
been suggested as the prerequisites for the
attainment of the ultimate aim of moksha
(salvation). The central idea of conservatism,
nevertheless, remains universal; to not
underestimate the importance of inherited
traditional values and knowledge, to preserve the
best of the past, while not being imprisoned by it,
and to pursue gradual change consistent with the
values of the changing times (Yuga Dharma).
Clearly denouncing anarchist and extreme
libertarian positions, Rao has wonderfully marked
out the importance of ‘social cohesion’ through
‘free association of free individuals’ on grounds of
shared social and political vision. His emphatic idea
of ‘band of brothers’, of distinct individuals bound
by mutual loyalty, as opposed to the levelling of
society through a radical redistribution of wealth,
or imposed social equality can potentially hold the
key to harmony and peace for our highly unequal
and deeply diverse Indian society.
While marking out the contours of
conservatism, Rao tussles with the examinations
of contemporary intellectuals. Historian
Ramchandra Guha rightly points out the similarities
between Rao’s idea of conservatism and the core
principles of liberalism. As a response, the
distinction brought out by Rao is deeply insightful
as he points out the difference between French
philosopher Rousseau’s profound sense of
India Foundation Journal, March-April 2020

grievance against the society, and the English
philosopher Hobbes’ optimism about the society’s
gradual movement away from brutish beginnings
to a better, but not necessarily perfect, present.
This singular difference evokes distinct liberal vs
conservative responses to the traditions and
customs gradually and voluntarily evolved in
society.
Economist Swaminathan Aiyar questions
Rao’s claim of the Indian Constitution being a
conservative document. Rao’s response to this
sums up his stance on the positive contributions of
the British Raj in creating the Indian state as we
see it today, which at times borders an apologia
for colonialism. Rao propounds that our Constitution
finds its root in the Government of India Act of
1935, a product of the labour of British
parliamentarians. The fact that the Constitution built
on the legacies of the 1935 Act, giving India a
Westminster-style Constitution with an independent
judiciary, rather than overturning it marks how
India’s was an ‘evolutionary independence, not a
revolutionary one.’
He echoes the Rammohun Roy/Bankim
Chandra Chatterjee proposition of the providential
British rule as he delves on the contributions of
the Raj towards India’s political unity, granting rights
to the oppressed sections of the Indian society,
and bequeathing us with enduring political
institutions which have served the nation well over
the years. This serves as a reminder as to why the
Indian conservative must be cognisant of the
positive cultural, political and social contributions
of the entire gamut of our erstwhile rulers, even
those predating the British, rather than attempting
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to erase their legacies from the collective memory
of the people. In this regard, Rao is amply clear in
denouncing the extreme factions of Hindu
nationalists who he finds similar to the Jacobins
of the French revolution. At a broader level,
however, Rao is categorical in delineating the
conservative foundations of the core ideas of
Hindu nationalism, India’s cultural unity, and its
sacred geography being just two of them.
Rao’s postulations on the conservative strains
of thoughts and leaders in Indian politics, economy,
culture, society and aesthetics make for a
wonderful exploration of some of the greatest
thinkers of India’s history who were carefully
sidelined by the left-liberal caucuses in their
respective spheres. There is no doubt that
contemporary Indian leadership will benefit greatly
from carrying forward the legacies of these

conservative icons such as Gokhale, Bhandarkar,
Rajendra Prasad, Rajagopalachari, Masani, Shenoy,
Coomaraswamy and others.
The book leaves the reader with a long list of
readings and several pertinent questions. Rao
bemoans the current state of Indian education
where one has to constantly look at the west for
the interpretation of its own heritage. The lacuna
of an Indian counterpart of a Scruton, especially
in a society like ours where the (heterogeneous)
majority does a feeble job of defending its ideals
and values, is too egregious to ignore.
The book The Indian Conservative, thus, in
many ways serves for an appropriate unfurling of
discussions on ideological conservatism in India
combined with modern rationalism — a school of
thought capable of providing sober answers to the
many raging questions of today.
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